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"Tired of typical residence hall hfe'! ~a~be you re ready for 
special interest housing, read a survey distnb~ted to all _studen~s 
living on-campus by the Special Interest Housing Committee this 
Committee 
hopes to 
week. . ".t di 
The committee is using the campus-wide su~vey ~ scover 
what kind of special interest housing students might be interest~d 
in." The survey explains, "after we tabulate the result~, we will 
help you meet with the other people who share your inte~es~s. 
Then together you can decide if you want to orgamze a special in-
Trans£ ers' housing 




' f ll" terest house for next a . . . . , , , 
Don Arnoudse assistant director of residence, said, It s too 
early to tell what kind of feedback we'll get, but we're all very ex-
cited about it.'' 
Arnoudse said he hopes to have the results of the survey 
tabulated by late March so the project can be set u~ for next fall. 
Arnoudse explained that people on the Com1~11ttee talk~d to 
student, faculty and staff in order to come UJ? with t~e choic~ of 
topics on the survey, w~ic~ includes ~msic, J?<>hhcal action, 
women's studies, science fiction an~ f~reign _affairs. T~e survey 
· also suggests ~pecial atm?~Ph~re housmg whic_h would incl~de no 
smoking no alcohol no visitation l>y-the opposite sex or quiet at-
1 
mospher~s. Arnoud~e said he hoped the list "would get peopl~ to 
think and come up with ideas on their own.'' . . 
Arnoudse said, "Dorms should be more than Just a place to hve. 
The problem is that individuals have ideas, but don't know how to 
find each other. . . 
He pointed out that the mini-dorm program which c~rr~ntly in-
volves 300 students is a- structured form of' special- mte~est 
housing. The program proposed by the survey noes not have to be 
as structured. 
He said students could share a common agreement to complete 
a specific project, or they could work with faculty and_ staff mem-
bers in pursuit of their interest. "We could ev,~n ass~gn them to 
the same floor and whatever happens happens, he_sa1d, . 
By Rosalie H. Dav~s . . 
TheOffice of Residential Life 
has revised the new housing 
priority list proposed by the Din-
ing and Residential Advisory 
Committee (DRAC). 
The revised priority list drops 
new transfer students to ninth 
place on the list--below current 
off-campus students, according 
to housing coordinator Marc 
Robillard, 
Members of student govern-
ment felt the need for new trans_-
.f er students to have access to on-
campus housing had been u~-
justly ignored by the staff of resi-
dential life. · 
''The Office of Residential Life 
asked for student input, got it and 
then ignored it," said Jay 
Beckingham, student g~ern-
ment's vice· president for com-
muter affairs. 
Arnoudse said the information from the survey will be fed into a 
com outer. From there, a meeting wil~ be held for groups of people I 
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"We met with the Student 
Caucus on Feb. 5 on the subject," 
· ·-said Robillard. "The change was 
announced to DRAC Wednesday 
night. 
"If they had pointed out 
specific problems earlier.., I'm 
sure we could have workea out Care Pharmacy refuses to sell 
pregnancy test kits to students 
. By Mike Kelly 
.. 
something~'' said Student Body 
1 President Peter Tandy. 
Robillard pointed out that the 
issue of where new transfers 
should be placed on the list is not 
significant. 
transfers or continuing ones 
come first--they're both too far 
down on the list,'' 
"Student opinions should not be 
ignored," said Beckingham, "In-
put should influence policy.'' 
"We agree with the theory that 
incoming transfer students 
should be helped--but the number 
would be so small that it is not in 
the best interests of most transfer 
students,'' said Robillard. 
"I talked with transfer students, 
and many of -them said that 
they would rather give their right 
to on-campus housing to new 
transfers," said Beckingham. 
"These transfers did not want 
people to go through the 
problems they had," he said. 
"That's a very touching message 
to be ignored because it isn't ad-
ministratively feasible." 
Student Government members 
were also concerned because the 
Office of Residential Life had 
waited three weeks to reject the 
proposal. 
''There was no particular 
reason why we waited," said 
Robillard. -"There were other 
concerns that we were busy with. 
It wasn't done by design," 
"Residential life ignored that 
the caucus had acted on DRAC's 
proposal after discussion with 
them," .said Tandy. "They had 
input from the beginning and did 
not dispute the proposal unY ' Durham's Care Pharmacy, 
which recently began selling do-
i t-yourself pregnancy testing 
kits is refusing to sell the product 
to UNH students and is ref erring 
students attempting to purchase 
"First semester, we have so 
. many [>e<>Qle to accommooate that 
: it really doesn 't matter if new DRAC, page 4 
kits to Hood House. 
-Professor challenges 
"--
Frank Cassidy, owner of · the 
Care Pharmacy chain, said the 
decision not to sell the EPT In-
Home Early Pregnancy Tests to 
UNH students was made in the 
"interests of the students" at the 
request of Dr. Gratton Stevenson, 
the gynecologist at Hood House. 
mandatory retirement 
Cassidy said if a student was 
"really insistent" on buying one 
of the kits, which retail for $10.95, 
he would tell that person ''to take 
_· a Kari-van and bu_y it at the Care · 
Pharmacy in Dover, or 
somewhere else." . Only the 
Durham store is refusing to sell 
· the kits to students, he said. 
In explaining why he agreed to 
Stevenson ,.s request not to sell the 
kit to UNH students, Cassidy said 
he treated the request as he 
would one from any doctor who 
: represented a major part ~f the~ 
community. He added that it was • 'are uharmacy Will not sell these pregnancy testing kits ·- • · important for the pharmacy to "' .-
keep on good relations with the to UNH students. (Alan Silverman photo) 
.community. Stevenson said he -asked ·conceive··orsomeone making an 
Cassidy -is currently Cassidy not to advertise the EPT error with these tests and getting 
negotiatfng with Univeristy kits and to "discourage" stu-=- a negative reaction when she is 
health officials on . a pro~sal dents flotn ouying them out of really pregnant.'' 
· which would make his establish- "regard for the students' safety. 0 Stevenson said he felt respon-
ment the official- University · "I-don't approve of the EPT for sible for the care of women· who 
pharmacy. anyone.· and I think most attended UNH and would prefer. 
Hood House, which plans to physicians would ~ree with m._~. they be tested for pregnancy at 
have a University-sanctioned There are too many pitfalls in- Hood ~ouse. The Hopi Ho~e 
pharmacy sometime later this volved when you do -this kind of . prt:~n~:D_SY. _ t~st,_ __ ~hie _c_C!_S_!f 
year, is considering the proposal, test at home," said Stevenson. $12 .. , 1s the_ Radio Recep~oi:_: 
a·ccording to David Regan, "We are worried," he added, As$ey Test. It is based on a urme 
assistant to the director of health "about the possibiliti~s. of false sample takeI_I fr~m ~ ~om~n as 
seryices. . negatives to these - tes4,. I can . TEST KITS, page 7 
INSIDE 
By Mike Kelly 
Richard Dewey, veteran UNH 
professor of sociology, has star-
ted a campaign to challenge the 
University policy of mandatory 
retirement at age 65. 
Dewey, who turned 65 on Nov. 
1, says he "will go to the courts if 
necessary" to retain his Position. 
Allan Spitz, dean of Liberal ~. 
has rejected Dewey's r~uest 
for continued employment. The 
retirement age is part of Univer-
sity policy, and policies are the 
guidelines of this office," said 
Spitz. 
The policy in question says 
there will be a termination of 
employment at a certain age. It 
further ·says retirement can be 
postponed only under rare and 
unusual circumstances and at the 
discretion of the University, said 
Spitz. -
Dewey, has been a member of 
the UNH faculty since 1958, and 
was chairman of the sociology 
department from 1958 to 1964. He 
is attacking the retirement 
policy, he said, on the grounds 
that it is "arbitrary and uncon-
stitutional." 
"In the academic field 
especially, age is not a real fac-
tor. If I was senile, corrupt, 
disabled, physically decrepit, or 
negligent towards my students, 
Bigfoot - Concert 
There have been a lot 
of Bigfeet showing• up 
all over the world and 
Lee Frank (left) is 
trying to find out who 
or what, is making all 
those footprints. Read 
about him on page 3. 
Gil Scott-Heron brought 
his audience to its feet 
on Tuesday night. For 
the story anil · inter-
view, see pages 10 
and 11. 
then T could understand this ," 
Dewey said. "But," he added. 
''nobody has accused me of those 
things." 
He suggested the University 
might need to retire him in order 
to make room for female or non-
white professor to meet affir-
mative action program quotas. 
Spitz ~eclined to. _eyaluate . 
Dewey's performance as· a 
professor, but agreed that "he 
has served the University well." 
Dewey's next step is to meet 
and discuss the situation with 
Vice Provost of Academic Affairs 
David Ellis. He has a meeting 
scheduled with Ellis on February 
26. He said that he had no idea 
what to expect from Ellis, but if 
the meeting is unsuccessful, he 
would continue to appeal. 
Taking the case to the courts 
may prove expensive, saia 
De~._but he_is determined to do 
so if it is necessary. "I'll look for 
support wherever I can get it. 
The American Association of Uni-
versity Professors is against ar-
bitrary retirement, but I don't 
know if they would support me 
financially.'' 
If the University refuses to 
keep him on as a tenured 
professor, Dewey said he would 
be willing to yield tenure and 
work on a year to year basis. 
Upset 
UNH's Peter Laskar-
is scored 30 points last 
night to spur the Wild-
ca ts on to a 73-60 up-
set of UMass at the 
Curry Hicks Cage in 
Amherst. See the 
story on page 16. 
PA.GE TWO 
News Briefs 
Former student arrested 
A former UNH student who has been fou_nd guilty on char~es 
f theft antl criminal mischief for breakmg open 24 parkmg 
~eters in the MUB parking lot <?n Dec. 24, 1976, was arrested 
Wednesday night in Keene for failure to appear/bench warrant 
in Durham District Court. 
Michael Raitto, 21, of Fitzwillia~s, NH, was ar~ested by UNH 
campus police officer John Pickermg for defaultmg on a bench 
warrant which was issued on Feb. 10, 1978. T~e court ord~r 
was issued because Raitto did not pay a $100 fme or $1,479 m 
restitutions to UNH for his sentence from the 197~ cha_rges. . 
Raitto has been released on $500 cash ball. Hts case will 
be heard on March 3 in Durham District Court. 
Radiation danger probed 
A US House subcommittee will hold hearings next Tuesda) 
on the radiation danger to employees working on nuclear sub-
marines .at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, according to a 
Boston Globe story. 
The Subcommittee on Health and Environment will hear 
representatives _from bo~h si~es_ of the issue, including N~vy 
, officials who claim there 1s a hmited health danger and medical 
experts who contend the workers run a serious risk. . 
Also Health Education and Welfare Secretary Joseph Cahfano 
committed his department to study the possible link between 
radiation and cancer ·at U~e Portsmouth base. Califano's review 
was in response to a p1ea from Sen. Thomas J. McIntyre 
<D-NH) asking that HEW arrange a study. 
The Glob_e's study found a 38.4 percent cancer_ d~th r~te 
among shipyard workers who were exposed to radiation which 
contrasted to a national rate of 18 percent for non-nuclear 
shipyard workers. 
Downing to announce candidacy ' 
Senate Democratic Leader Delbert Downing is expected_ to 
announce his candidacy for governor next Monday, according 
to an Associated Press story. . _ 
Downing_ will be the second candidate to announce his Demo-
cratic nomination for governor. 
Hugh Gallen former national committeeman, has already 
formally •entered the race. It is his third run for _ governor 
and Downing's first. . 
Both men said they will veto any broad-based sales or i_n~~me 
tax and are expected to center their campaigns on criticism 
of Gov. Meldrim Thomson. 
UNH students support GaUen 
Twelve UNH students have formed a support group for Hugh 
Gallen the only announced Democratic candidate for governor. 
Stud~nts for Gallen ·and a Better New Hampshire have· 
scheduled weekly meetings in the Horton Social Scie!lce Ce?ter, 
according to group spokesman Jeff Straw. The meetmgs will be 
-·ery Thursday at 7: 30 p.m. in room 207. 
Thr .. We're concerned with the policies and activities of the pr~sent 
governor and what ·his _administration _is ~?ing to th~ q~~hty of 
life and of government m New Hampshire, Straw said. And as 
~ew Hampshire residents and students, we are concerned about 
what kind of state we will find when we graduate." 
Straw said the support group will · stress Gallen's platfo~m 
·1.-hich includes strong opposition to the inclu~Jon_ of Construction 
WrJrk in Progress costs on consumer electric bills, the need to 
umtrol the growth of the state, the need for aggressive and 
pr1sitive leadership in the Governor's office, and opposition to any 
brr.>ad based income or sales tax. 
Solar-heated building unveiled 
The nation's first "passive" solar-heated bUilding, which 
~ollects, stores, and radiates heat using only its building 
materials, was unveiled Wednesday at the Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology. 
The buildir;g, which is expected to derive 85 percent of its heat 
through suniight, has· no mechanical equipment such as solar 
collectors, pumps or fans, according to the Boston Globe. 
This approach to solar heating will be "far less costly" than 
systems now in use, according to a member of MIT's department 
of architecture, who headed the research project. 
The building's solar heating components include ceiling tiles 
with a chemical core, a new type of window and sunlight-
reflecting louvers. It is expected to pay for itself in 10 years by 
reducing heating costs. _ 
Other solar heating systems take 30 years to pay back the 
initial investment, according to the MIT professor. The ex-
p~rimental building is alre~dy in use as a classroom at MIT. The 
solar heat project represents more than five years of research. 
The weather 
The National Weather Service predicts cloudy skies ~hrough to-
morrow night. High temperatures will be in the 30s durmg the day 
and in the 20s tonight. h h. 
The chance of precipitation is 20 percen~· today t roug 
tomorrow night. ) 





~Qrfil~~; student Edward Mills is suing UNH for $50,000 ciaiming 
malicious arrest and prosecution for an alleged bicycle theft in 
May of 1977, according to Thomas Flygare, specialized legal 
counsel for the University system . . 
"The suit has been turned over to the Home Insurance Agency, 
UNH's insurer," said Flygare. "We have been asked not to 
discuss details of the case,'' he said. 
"Mills contends that officer John Pickering of the UNH police 
force arrested him on May 10, 1977 in connection with stolen 
bicycles,'' according to a story in th_~ Rocp~~ter fr~ {>r~ss ._ 
... 'Those -cnargeswerelater noI prossea m-Superior Court, ac-
cording to the suit, without any bargaining on the defendant's 
part,'' the article read. 
Mills was unavailable for comment. 
"As a result of the arrest, he incurred $250 in legal fees," said 
Flygare. . 
William Keller Mills's lawyer, was unavailable for comment. 
David Flande~s, director of public safety at UNH, said, "The 
suit contends that Mills was forced to spend extra and unan-
ticipated time to get his degree requirement.' " 
Mills contends that because of the arrest, he was unable to take 
his final exams which he needed to graduate, according to the 
Free Press story. He was denied a possible year's income or a 
possible year in graduate school since he had to extend his 
schooling. 
"The officer was fulfilling the due process. His actions were 
proper,·'' said Flanders. ''Mills was arrested, bailed, and 
released." 
Home Insurance Agency Claim Manager Walter Rand would 
not comment on the case-: · 
-, 
' Experimental program is helpful 
in the Dean of Students Office 
By Jane Gibson 
An experimental short-term 
program involving a number of 
part-time employees has been in-
stituted in the Dean of Students 
office this semester, said William 
Kidder, acting dean of stud_ents. 
· The new employees, some of 
whom are students, will help the 
rrean of Students Office Tiilfirr-its . 
obligations on the campus for the 
rest of this semester. he said. 
Although he was-appointed 
acting Dean of Students after the 
roi:ign:1tion of Jane Newman in 
December, there was still one 
less person in the office to per-
form all the necessary duties, . 
said Kidner. 
In addition, there was no longer 
anyone to fill the role model 
Newman held as an admired 
professional woman on the cam-
pus, he said. 
In response to these problems, 
Kidder proposed a series of tem-
porary experimental changes in 
the administrative structure of 
the office until a new dean can be 
found. 
According to Kidder, it is hoped 
that a new dean will be found and 
ready to take over by the first of 
' July. 
The first change to be made 
was for Robert Gallo, former 
assistant · dean of students to be 
appointed temporary associate 
dean of students,"said Kidder. 
Gallo will supervise the 
operating staff of the office and 
William Kidder 
assist in the coordinating of the 
professional, administrative and 
technical staff (PAT's), said 
Kidder. 
Senior Tom Wilkinson has been 
hired part-time to administer the 
Judicial program, said Kidder. 
Wilkinson will share this respon-
sibility with a professional 
judicial coordinator, he said. 
In the area of'women's issues, 
two undergraduate students and 
one part-time PAT have been 
hired to collectively w~rk 20 
hours per week as a team dealing 
with women's issues on the under-
graduate level, said Kidder. · 
The two graduate students are 
Carol Evans, a full-time student 
in the Master of Business Ad-
ministration program.and Joyce 
Clark. a doctoral candidate in the 
)sychology department. 
Anita Durel, program assistant 
to the UNH president's com-
-mission on the status of women, is 
thePAT. 
· Barbara Diefendorf, a 
graduate of .Berkeley, currently 
working on her doctoral disser-
tation in history, has been hired 
part-time to temporarily fill the 
Assistant Dean of Students 
position vacated by Bob Gallo, 
said Kidder. 
Diefendorf will be working with 
faculty and students relations 
and doing various administrative 
assignments, he said. 
According to Kidder, the office 
did no advertising to fill these 
temporary positions. The Dean of 
Students Office "chose people 
whose work we were already 
familiar with or who were 
recommended to us by others 
who were familiar with them.'' 
''They had already 
distinguished themselves," he 
said. ''We hired them based on 
background they already had." 
According to Kidder, the 
program is "e~p~rimental, short 
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. .. Small town police see cnme nse 
By Mike Kelly 
By local small town standards, 
the Dover police are well equip-
ped, boasting a modern, glass-
enclosed communications center, 
nine patrol cars, fo1;1r of which 
are unmarked, and a 
crime/photo lab that public 
prosecutor and police photo-
grapher Jack Bernier says is the 
best in the state. 
The department employs 32 of-
ficers, several dispatchers and 
secretaries, and a chief, Charles 
D. Reynolds. Chief Reynolds is a 
small, compact, ,tough-looking 
man, with a grim: hard face who 
is quietly proud of his depart-
ment's 95 per cent conviction 
rate. 
Dover, with 27 square miles 
within its city limits and more 
than 25,000 residents, is one of the 
five largest cities in the state. Its 
crime rate, however, is closer to 
that of a town, but is steadily on 
the rise. 
Newly appointed Crime 
Prevention Officer Richard Sex-
ton says he is worried about the 
rise in crime. "We are working to 
crime problems," he said. It is 
Sexton's job to educate the people..,. 
·of ·Dover in the various ways of 
protecting themselves from 
crime. 
As part of this job, he frequen-
tly gives talks to local 
organizations on such subjects as 
car thefts, burglaries, and rapes. 
On the subject of rapes, Sexton is 
easily outraged. 
"One rape was reported last 
year," he said. "That is a lot of 
crap. There are a lot more rapes 
happening out there, but people 
don't report them." 
Other major ~rimes ~eem rare 
in Dover also. In the last two 
years reported c~ses of aggrav-
ated assault, kidnapping, simple 
-assault, -and armed · a'ssaulf 
charges have been relatively un 
common. 
In 1976, there were no 
homicides, no kidnappings, and 
no rapes. Nineteen cases of aggra: 
vated assault were reported, but 
only eight people arrested. For a 
city of its size, Dover seems to 
have had little trouble with 
violent crime. 
against property, however, see~ 
to have captured the popufar fan-
cy in Dover. In · 1976, 309 
burglaries were reported, but 
only 57 people were arrested and 
56 cases cleared or solved. More 
than 830 larcenies were reported 
in the same year; · of which 103 
were cleared or solved. Of 70 cars 
stolen in 1976, no mor~ than nine 
were recovered. 
In all of these categories, the 
crime rate has risen in 1977. But 
arrests have also ,risen in num-
ber: Yet,- th~ total jaQ _S~l!_t~nce; 
handed out last year was 95 days 
as opposed to 1,039 days in 1976. 
Sexton, an earnest man often an-
noyed and sometimes appalled 
by Dover's crime problems, 
shook his head in di~gust when he 
read those figures. 
Sext01;1 is not easily 
discouraged, however. He 
believes and hopes _ that his 
programs will eventually reduce 
'tne crime rate in Dover. 
.__ _______________________ .,.,.. ke~p Dover from getting big city_ Less violent crimes and crimes 
In the meantime, crime in 
Dover,. though relatively minor in 
scope by big city standards, con-
tinues to slowly and steadily in-
crease . 
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Seeker of Bigfoot visits campus 
By Brendan DuBois 
''I came within inches of seeing 
a Bigfoot," said Lee Frank, an 
investigator of unknown animals, 
speaking to an audience of about 
100 students in the MUB's 
Granite State Room Wednesday 
night. 
"It was a dark Tennessee night 
when I heard the creature move 
quickly in the woods towards me, 
tearing })ranches in its path. It 
stopped, and then moved back. I 
was frightened at the time, but 
now I regret not chasing it. 
''The next morning I returned 
to the spot and saw footprints that 
indicated a creature weighing 
over a thousand pounds was 
around that night." 
Frank spoke for over two and a 
half hours about unknown 
animals, and specifically about 
his experiences at · Loch -Ness 
and the backwoods of Tennessee, 
looking for these animals. 
Frank is a pleasant looking 
man in his late twenties, dressed 
in jeans and a plaid red shirt and 
sporting a moustache. 
Frank has been to three ex-
peditions to l,,och Ness in 
Scotland, and has led two ex-
peditions searching for Bigfoot. 
Presently, he is organizing 
.. another Bigfoot expedition. 
His talk dealt with the Loch 
Ness Monster and Bigfoot, along 
with slides showing some pic-
tures of the animals. One of the 
slides showed two-inch thick 
branches that had been twisted 
off trees at the height of eight 
feet, presumably by the creature. 
He played a tape-recording of 
eerie moan-like noises which he 
claimed were that of a Bigfoot. 
He displayed plaster casts of 
,footprints, with blood and hair 
samples that were possibly from 
the creature. 
Frank said, " I believe that 
there are very large populated 
species of animals existing that 
established science hasn't 
recognized. ' ' 
Explaining how these 
creatures could remain a myth 
for so long, Frank said the Moun-
tain gorilla of Africa was con-
sidered a myth until 1902. He said 
the Loch Ness Monster and 
Bigfoot are animals th~t were 
presumed extinct years ago, but 
. somehow survived to present 
day. -
Although the lecture started off ' 
amusing, the atmosphere in the 
room became suspenseful as 
Frank described his adventures 
in Tennessee, looking for a 
Bigfoot-like creature . 
He, also said Bigfoot sightings 
have been reported in every 
state. He read a news article 
describing a sighting that took 
place in Hollis, New Hampshire, 
in May of 1977. 
The article said a man and his 
two sons were asleep in a camper 
near a flea market when their 
vehicle started rocking back and 
forth . The father turned on the 
lights and went outside. He said 
he wa$ face to face with a11 im-
. mense eight foot hairy creature. 
· The animal started and ran 
away, jumping over a four foot 
fence with ease. The camper had 
dents and scratches on the out-
side. 
Discussing the Loch Ness 
mystery, Frank told of his ex-
-plorations in the area during the 
past few years . Some of the slides 
and evidence he showed were 
convincing to some audience 
members. . 
Frank said to the skeptics, 
" .. .it's easier to keep a closed 
mind than it is to keep an open 
one. ' ' . 
After the talk, Frank answered 
questions from the audience, 
while persons were allowed to 
look at the tables of the plaster 
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These Bie;feet are documented · proof of the existence 
of mysterious animals. ( Brendan DuBois photo) 
Adverbs and participles popular at 8 a.m. 
By Mary Foley 
Lewis Goffe entered room 141 
of Hamilton Smith, with books 
and notes under his arm, prepared 
to teach his 8 a.m. class. Over 
forty students had already sat 
down and were glancing over 
their notes. Others shuffled in 
after class had started, with half-
closed eyes, as if they had just 
woken up. 
Sixty students had signed up 
for this class at the beginning 
of the semester. It seems surpris-
ing that many students want to 
take an 8 a.m. class every 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 
called Grammar. But Lewis 
Goffe, the professor, doesn't see 
it that way. He enjoys teaching 
an early class. 
''The rourse requires the 
student to be alert," said Goffe. 
He compared teaching grammar 
with teaching math. "It's best 
. first thing in the morning.'' 
. And Goffe ought to know about 
grammar. He's been teaching 
English Grammar 719 at UNH 
for thirty-one years. Asked when 
he first began teaching this 
course, Goffe slowly replied, "Oh, 
I wish you hadn't asked that 
question. Let's see, I began in the 
'46-'47 school year." Goffe added, 
"I was hired to replace a woman 
who h~d been teaching the course 
for years and years." 
In the classroom, Goffe 
arranged papers and books on a 
podium while classmates contin-
ued to mumble to each other. The 
low hum of talking ceased as 
Goffe peered over his eye glasses 
Improvement desired 
in Freshman English 
By Steven Ericson 
Several UNH students have re-
cently complained that the Eng-
lish 401 program, otherwise 
known as Freshman Ent,ish, is 
not as good as it should be. 
Although most of the students 
interviewed thought the course 
was at least so_mewhat helpful, 
there were some who felt that the 
basic skills of writing are not ex-
phasized enough. 
News Analysis 
.In a letter to the editor of The 
New Hampshire on Jan. 31, Lisa 
Clark, Faith Winslow, and Kerry 
Munson, all of whom took the 
course last year, felt that the "401 
program could be greatly im-
pr6ved, in itself; by getting the 
instructors to teach a structured 
course emphasizing th~ basic 
writing skills, vocabulary and 
grammar, as they aren't presen-
'tly." 
Many teachers of upper level 
writing courses agree. 
M9st critics of the English 401 
program, including some stu-
dents who have taken the course 
and several of the advanced writ-
ing instructors, believe the 
course does not emphasize the 
basic writing skills as much as it 
should. 
The 401 teachers and many 
other students disagree with this, 
however. 
They feel that the course, as it 
is currently set up, is one of the 
best of its kind available due to 
its mixture of class time and indi-
vidual conferences, which allows 
the teacher to deal with student's 
problems at a one-to-one level. 
-Gail-Kelley teaches Introduc-
tion to Prose Writing, ( English 
501), the next level writing course 
offered by the English Depart-
ment. Many of the basiC' 
writing probl~ms she encounters 
with her students should have 
been taken care of in the 401 pro-
gram, she said. 
"I wonder how most of my stu-
dents get out of high school,'' she 
said. "They have some really 
basic problems with word usage, 
fragmentary and run-on sen-
tences, setting up dialogue, and 
:-;_witchinJi · tenses - 401 should 
teach these." 
Andrew Merton, teacher of the 
Newswriting and advanced non-
fiction writing courses in the 
English department, has also 
noticed the problem. 
"One 501 instructor had a con-
ference with a student who said 
he had been told in high school 
that a paragraph should be no 
more than four to five lines long, 
401 should not have let this go." 
There are two major reasons 
why shortcomings could occur in 
the Freshman English program. 
First. English 401 is the onJ~-
at the students in anticipation of 
silence. 
"We won't be ready for our test 
before vacation,'' Goffe began . 
As he glanced out the classroom 
window, he added, "I sometimes 
wonder if we'll ever be ready." 
The class chuckled in agreement. 
Although English Grammar is 
a 700 level course, some students 
' are taking it just to improve their 
use of the English language. 
George Lindh, a senior, is taking 
the course "just to brush up on 
skills." 
John Flather, also a senior, 
decided to take the course since 
he had no grammar in elemen-
tary school. "We learned under 
the modern concept of teaching," 
Flather said. "I had only two 
years of grammar in secondary 
Andrew Merton 
course requfrcd· t>f all freshme11 
entering the University. This 
means that approximately 2000 
students a year are herded 
through the program. · 
As Merton put it, many stu-
dents enrolled in the course 
"would rather be somewhere 
else." 
Steven Ursillo, a freshman who 
took the course last semester, 
agreed that many freshmen · 
would rather not take the course. 
"Some people I know feel it is a 
real hassle to do papers and they 
don't want to do them," he said, 
adding that these people weren't 
likely to do well in the course or to 
fee it helped them very much. 
Thomas Carnicelli, director of · 
the 401 program, agreed that 
this was a problem and that it 
might be solved by "giving stu-
FRESHMAN ENGLISH, page 5 
school." 
Goffe agrees that students 
never did get much grammar in 
grade school and high school. But 
from his course, Goffe wants 
students to get a knowledge and 
skill of the English language. 
Goffe's teaching methods 
include recitation from the ' 
students. Linda Hoadley, a senior, 
said, "I'm never bored. He calls 
on people all the time." George 
Lindh agreed, "It's pretty hard 
to make grammar interesting. 
But he stimulates you to work 
outside of class." 
Goffe did keep the class on 
their toes. His body jiggled as 
he quickly wrote a sentence on 
the blackboard, "It was a college 
GOFFE, page 13 Lewis Goffe 
Springsteen cancels 
UNH spring concert 
By Debby Gaul confirmation is only a formality--
Rock singer Bruce Spring- that nothing is definite until the 
steen has . cancelled UNH contracts are signed," Canavan 
trom his sprmg tour ctue to a new said. 
album he's recording, according According to Canavan, the con-
to SCOPE President Steve Cana- cert would have cost SCOPE 
van. $23,000. Besides Springsteen's 
It was expected Springsteen fee, SCOPE's expenses for 
would perform at Snively Arena lighting and publicity would have 
on April 2. Canavan said early been $8,000. "'We could have 
last week SCOPE was informed made money on this concert . 
by Kenny Kohberger of the Don With Snively's seating capacity, 
Law Agency in Boston, an agency and revenue from ticket sales, we 
responsible for scheduling con- had the potential to gross $28,000. 
certs in the Boston area, that the • We had planned to charge seven 
first four tentative stops of . and nine dollars for tickets," 
Springsteen's tour are cancelled. · Canavan said. 
"Springsteen's releasing his Bell said ·springsteen's new 
new album later than he thought, · album will be released sometime 
so he had to cancel the first week in April. "Bruce hasn't had an 
of his tour," Canavan said. aJbum out since his Born To Run 
Barry Bell, Springsteen's agent album, released in 1975. 
in New York, said, "I'm not Springsteen's perfecting the one 
totally sure why Springsteen he's working on now. He had 
cancelled. Probably because his ·wanted it released-· earlier, but 
new album is going to be ready Bruce was having problems with 
later than he thought. Actually, his former manager. They had a 
Bruce isn't really cancelling, dispute. The manager had the 
because no contracts were legal rights to produce Bruce's 
signed. The April 2 date was album because of a contract--
negotiated and confirmed, but until the dispute was resolved, he 
nothing would have been definite couldn't release a new album. 
until contracts were signed." Bruce doesn't ·have a manager 
Canavan said SCOPE put in an now." 
offer to the Don Law Agency last Kohberger, who is Poussette-
December. Dart's Road Manager in addition 
"Sorine:steen was ~sking to representing Don Law's . .\gen-
$15,000. We requested Spring.. cy, said, "I wish I could giw you, 
steen_ for April 2, and offered a reason why Springstt:>t>n 1.'an-
What Soringsteen wanted. celled ... that's \\ htit he:> ic:>lt likt> 
Confirmation trum me Agency doing . Grt)Ups 1.'.,:: 1.·.,::,'t'i ft,r d::y 
came right around Christmas. so n'~iSt't: : 1: :'.:t' \\ ,•:-:,: Y 1.'ll w1.,uld 
we figured Springsteen would l't' 
coming to l.'.\;H. I rt'ali:-t' th~H ., ~-- ~ '\ ... :~ · :: '\ ... '\.~~~,~ ·..: 
/ 




Revised housing priority list I UNH SENIORS 
; , Please compare before you buy your 
Life Insurance. 
DRAC 
continued from poge 1 
Wednesday~ when they dropped 
a bombshell." 
tinuing transfer for a new one'?" 
he said. 
'' A new transfer is like a 
freshman," he said. "A con-
tinuing student should have a 
higher priority. I think the 
housing office is justified. 
• Gmn«ticut Mutual Life ~"'= '~•~ I 
j Th•;:::h:.c::i::• foce 1846 I 
I. 48 Bellamy Road , Dover, New Hampshire 03820 
i Telephone: 742-1642 
"They (DRAC) were saying 
:hat incoming transfer students 
Jught to have priority over off-
~ampus continuing students," 
said Housing Director Dave 
Bianco. 
Bianco would not comment fur-
ther. · 
"I think it would be nice for 
people to have the opportunity to 
live on-campus," said transfer 
commuter Pam Richardson. 
"Someone who has only been 
here a week has a harder time 
than someone who already knows 
people and adjusted to the 
school," said transfer commuter 
Cheryl Dowe. 
"It's wishy-washy for them 
(residential life) to make a stand 
and then change it. They should 
stick by what they say,'' she said. 
"We have guarapteed housing 
to 1900 freshmen for first 
semester. "We're only planning· 
on a build-up of 100 for next fall. 
Second semester, we always 
accommodate more of these 
people," said Robillard. "Right 
now we have 100 vacancies," he 
said. 
''The opinion of residential life 
changed in 24 hours," said caucus 
chairman Wayne Ferguson. 
"They had indicated their sup-
port for three weeks." 
"A new student should receiv~ 
all the help he can,'' said 
Robillard. "But, practically, it 
(new priority list) would only 
serve a few people." 
~,__.,.....tl41_04_~_.., ____ ~-if"'111-M>411a>Ct_..l 
/ . 
WE NEED: 
Hostesses Cooks Bartenders 
Waiters Waitresses 
Cocktail Waitresses Dishwashers 
"If you end up living away 
from Durham your first semester 
you're alienated from campus," 
she said. 
, Another commuter who wished 
to remain anonymous said he 
agreed with residential life's 
·move. ''Why throw gut a con-
"The more we thought about 
the proposal, the more imprac-
tical it sounded,'' said Robillard. 
1 'People must also keep in mind, 
that we're talking about semester 
I. Second semester is a whole dif-
~erent ballgame." 
"Robillard said it might mean 
processing 800 ~pplications to 1 
benefit 30 students," said Tandy. 
"He said it was administratively 
unfeasible. " 
i ''They had input in the original 
,list, and had the opportunity to 
Jspeak in caucus," said Tandy. 
i ' 'They did not say one word op-
posing the list. Now, out of the 
l
blue sky, they say no. · 
Bus Persons Maintenance 
The New Hampshire International Center 
(a subdivision of Child and Family Services 
of N.H.), is holding a benefit dinner 
and show. An eight course buffet with 
"I'm upset that students spent 
weeks working on this, and that 
~esidential life suddenly comes 
· l~ut against a proposal that they 
. once supported and said could be 
Interviews held daily at Saunders, located 
off Route 1-A, on Rye Harbor, Rye, N.H. 
964-6466. 
1 pm - S pm 
Monday, March 6 thru Friday, March 17 
a special performance by The Boston 
Chinese Dance Company will be held 
at The House of Yee, 29 Stickney Ave. 
in Concord, N.H. Sunday, March 
5 at 2 p.m. Tickets are $10.00 
per person. Children under 12 admitted 
for$3.50. 
Take either rt. 4 into Concord or 
take exit 14 off of I-93 
For further information call 225-2152 
implemented." · 
DRAC's proposal, as revised by 
the office of residential life, con-
siders housing applications in the 
following order : 
--''new'' freshmen, 





--current on-campus residents 
(including transfers), . 
-Merrimack Valley transfers, 
--current off-campus students 
without residential life exper-
ience (including transfers), 
--current -off-campus students 
with residential life experience, 
--new transfer students, 
--academically suspended or 
excluded students. 
Come join the Memorial Union Students Organization(MUSO), The largest, 
student-run, student-oriented programming organization on campus. Come 
help choose, organiz~, and present activities like: Concerts Oonathan Edwards, 
\Vendy \Valdman, Gil Scot ... Heron, Christopher Parkening), Films (Love and 
Death, The Godfather, Chinatown, The Sting), Arts (Ghost, Hypnotism, 
:Monster-Talk, Die~ Gregory), and our many other student senices; Photoschool, 





MUSO is now taking applications for all 
our Salaried Staff Positions for 






. Deadline for applications is Friday, March 3 
We need you ideas, and help . . . so come join 
( . 
a progressive student 'organization today! 
Applications available at the M. U.S.O. Office 
. Room 148, MUB 
862-l485 
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English 401 problems discussed 
FRESHMAN ENGLISH 
continued from page 3 
dents the choice of taking th--eir 
writing requirement in either 
their freshman or sophomore 
years." • 
This way, students would have 
mor~ time to e:et settled. and oer-
haps appreciate the potential 
benefitsof the course, he said. 
Another problem that arises 
from having so many students. 
taking the course is that each 
class may contain students of 
widely varying writing ability, 
depending on what kind of 
English background they had in 
high school. 
This has resulted- in ~isagree-
ment among students as to what 
401 should try to accomplish. 
Those students who had poor 
:iigh school writing backgrounds 
feel that fre'shman English 
should cover the basic w·riting 
skills, while those· who have al-
ready learned these skills feel the 
course should be more advanced. 
"It <Fr~shman English) is a 
course designed as an ex-
pbration of the written word, not 
as a ·course in remedial English," 
wrote freshman Brian Leary in a 
letter to the editor of The New 
Hampshire on February 3. "If a 
student feels so deficiJirft in ''bas-
ic writing ski11s' · certainly an 
elective course or a course taught 
at a local high school would 
be ... appropriate." 
Merton agreed. 
"Theoretically, grammar and 
the other basic. writing skills 
should be out of the way in high 
school," he said. "But they're 
not." 
"High school writing 
preparation is inadequate at 
best," added 401 instructor Karen 
Kilcup. 
· According to the 401 program 
director Thomas Carnicelli, the 
way the course is designed allows 
instructors to take care of in-
jividual skills problems without 
1olding the rest of the class back. 
"The beauty of the program is 
that we give the students in-
dividual conferences," said Car-
nicelli. "I think students in this 
course are given mor~ Im.U v iuual 
attention than in almost any 
other course in the University.'' 
Tbe second major ___ drawback 
with the Freshman English pro-
gram 1s· the large number of 
teachers and often their lack of 
te~ching experience. 
Of the near 40 instructors in the· 
401 program, over· half are 
graduate English majors. The 
fact that many of the 401 instruc-
tors leave each year gives 
English 401 the distinction of 
having one of the highest teacher 
turnover rates of any course in 
the University. 
"Each year abouf half the 
teachers are beginning graduate 
students • who have had no 
previous teaching experience," 
said Carnicelli. 
"No · one is goofing off," 
he added. "The teachers put a lol 
into this course. But there are dif-
f eyences in ability among the in-
structors.'' 
Faye Tenney liked her instruc-
tor when she took the course last 
semes.ter. 
"'I was encouraged to write and 
revise my work," she said. "My 
instructor strongly encouraged 
conf erehces and worked hard to 
solve student's individual 
problPlT\S." 
However, a Randall Hall fresh-
man who refused to give her 
name is now taking the course 
with a teacher who ''is 22 years 
old and acts like a kid. He can't 
speak to us. I don't think I'm 
learning anything." . 
There are no easy solutions to 
these problems, according to 
most 401 nrogram members. 
· "It wouldn't require the hiring 
of many extra p1 ~f essors or the 
spending of large amounts of 
money to do this," declared Car-
. nicelli. "Some courses would just 
hdve co be modified to emphasize 
writing." 
fie added that the University of .' unior years , perhaps in their 
Maine (Orono) . -has instituted najor department. 
program of this type. ' 1I don;t think ... it would serve 
i'he UNH History department any purpose to require the course 
has also designed a course along for the full freshman year," he 
these guidelines, now required of said . . '. '~t that stage most fresh-
all new majors. men wouldn't be mature enough 
1 'History 500 is a course design- · to realize the benefits of anotner 
ed to teach the student how to writing course." 
read a history book critically and , Carnicelli __ would like to . see 
to write an analytical essay on another wr~tmg ~ourse reqmred 
. ,, . .. --- - - . -- -. / of students m their sophomore or 
it1 accordihg to Professor Jef!rE:Y junior year, however. perhaps as 
Diefendorf, who teaches the a part of their major require-
course.· "Most students feel ~~ey ments. 
have le~rned a l?,t about writmg one of the 401 instructors, 
from this c_ourse. Kathleen Mathews, would like to 
Carnicelli is not in favor of ex- see the course limited to "no 
panding the 401 program itself, more than 20 students per class ." 
although he would like to have a She believes that this would 
writing course required of all provide for more individualized 
students in tl}ei! .. sophomore or instruction. 
'Fall 1978 
Join the 
Semester at Sm·of the 
University of Colorado for an 
unparalleled international 
educational. experience. Sail from 
Los Angeles Sept. 9, by way of the 
South Pacific, Indian Ocean, and Africa. 
Applications now being accepted. 
For Free Color Brochure, call or write: Semester at Sea, Taj Mahal Building, 
P.O. Box 2488, Laguna Hills, CA 92654. Telephone (800) 854-0195 (toll-free 
outside California) (714) 581-6770 (in California). SS. Universe is fully air-
conditioned, 18,000 tons, of Llberian registry. 
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From Red Carpet 
Find Out More At 
The Out Back 
44 Main Street 
Durham,,N.H. 
.86&~M.7 
In response to many re-
quests we have decided t• 
sponsor . a second fashion' · 
show. Last year we gave the 
fabric •way - we can't do that 
again - but if you agree to be 
part of this year's ·fashion 
show we will share. the cost 
with you. In other words you 
will get the fabric for your 
· outfit - in time for Easter • at 
balfpricel 
You choose the pattern and 
the fabric, make the garment 
and then come to the 'try out'"· 
for the show. 
Our purpose in doing this 
is to advertise the fact that 
THE OUT BACK IS A GOOD 
PLACE TO BUY FABRIC 
FOR CLOTHING. i.' 
· The show will be part ot 
.. one of the univenity gourmet 
dinners and. is..scbeduled for · 
· the . night ·· of: Wednesday 
April 5, and will take place in 
the · New England Center .. 
TIIMlinner itself is put on by 
.stfldents 'in Hotel Adminis-
. tration. · 
: We are planning to havt 
our share come to about ONE 
THOUSAND DOLLARS. 
Since we want thls to be a 
joint town •ad unive.nity p~ 
· ject and want · a balanced 
fashion show, we are reserv• 
ing 1/, of the fabric for univer-
sity students, and 1/a for stu• 
dents, parents and others ir 
.- the Oyster River School Dis• 
. trict. ALL FABRIC WILL B~ 
SOLD AT ½ PlllCE ON A 
FIRST COME - FIRS"[ 
SERVE BASIS within these 
groups. · 
All you need to do, is com~, 
to THE OUT BACK, selecjt 
~your fabric, and mate aomt\-
thing to , wear to the show , 
:You don't need ,to be pre~,. 
you don't need .to be an c.x-
pert at sewing, and men .u 
well.as women are eligible. 




. FRIDAY, February 24 
WEEKEND FOR PARENTS. Events listed in chronological 
order. 
UNH FOOSBALL TOURNAMENT: Games Area, Memorial 
Union, 7 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "Dracula," based on Joseph 
Sheridan LeFanu's "Carmilla." Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. 
Students/senior citizens/military $3; general admission $3.50. 
MUB PUB: Cold Sweat, rock (from Boston), 8 p.m. 
SA TU RDA Y, February 25 
UNH JAZZ FESTIVAL: A full morning and afternoon of 
school competitions, clinics, and workshops. Band and 
combos will perform in the Memorial Union; choirs 
in the Bratton Room, Paul Creative Arts Center. Admission 
to ani or all of the day's events $1, at the door. 
WOMEN'S HOCKEY: Connecticut, Snively Arena, 7 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "Dracula," based on Joseph' 
Sheridan LeFanu's "Carmilla." Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. 
Students/senior citizens/military $3; general admission $3.50. 
MUB PUB: Cold Sweat, rock (from Boston), 8 p.m. 
SUNDAY, February 26 
NHOC SKI TRIP TO WINDCA T: Fee of $11 for members 
and $13 for non-members includes bus transportation 
and lift ticket. Bus leaves from the Memorial lJnion 
between 6 and 6:30 a.m. Payment required at sign-up. 
MUSIC DEPARTMENT JUNIOR RECITAL: Victoria 
Dobrzynski, piano. Bratton Room, Paul Creative Arts 
Center, 3 p.m. 
PROJECTIONS: Film Classics: "City Lights," and "Monsieur 
Verdoux," starring Charlie Chaplin. Strafford Room, Mem-
orial Union. Continuous from 7 p.m.; free admission. 
UNH JAZ:Z FESTIVAL: Concert featuring the UNH Jazz 
Band, with guest clarinetist, Buddy Defranco. Granite 
State Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. General admission$3. 
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, oldies, 8 p.m. 
MONDAY, February 27 
POETRY READING: Donald Hall. Forum Room, Library, 
8 p.m. Sponsored by the UNH Writers Series. 
UNH GERMAN PLAYERS PRESENTATION: "Jasager, 
Neinsager," a play by Bertol Brecht·. Hennessy Theater, 
8 p.m. Everyone welcome. Synopsis in English will be 
provided. Sponsored by the German department. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL: Northeastern, Lundholm Gymnasium, 
8 p.m. Season tickets or $2 general admission. 
MUB PUB: Closed. -,. 
EOCUS ON . THE COMMUNITY: rhe weekly public 
affairs show with your host, Jon Abramson. Listen 
to WUNH-FM 91.3, at 10 p.m. _ . 
TUESDAY, February 28 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Film: "The Titan." 
Based on the life and works of Michelangelo. Richards 
Auditorium, Murkland Hall, 11 a.m. 
UNDERGRADUATE HISTORY COMMITTEE PRESENTA-
TION: "Israel Today: The Prospects for Peace," Professor 
Harvard Sitkoff. Social Science Center, Room 204, from 
12:40-2 p.m. 
1 MUB PUB: Closed. 
l w•~!E8 e~TS I 
.. Sr/LL .HAVE A GREAT 
SEL!CTJ.lJN OF BOOTS 
OR THE ENTIRE FAMILY! 
_FEATURING 
GENUINE SOREL FELT-LINER PAC-S 
. . 
.·~;.AS ALWAY~, DISCOUNT PRICES 














ADl'LT BASIC SWIMMING PROGRAM: For adtµts 
interested in learning basic swimming skills. Course 
,,;n meet Tuesday evenings, from 8:30-9:30 p.m., for· 
eight weeks. begin~ing March 14 and co~tinuing th~ough 
l\la,· 2. Fee is $10 with a rec-pass; $20 without. Registra-
tion will take place Monday, February Tl, through 
Frida\'. March 3, and Wednesday through Friday, 
~_1a~ch_8.:_10; i~ ~~f!l 151, Field HC?use . . _ _ __  
ACADEMIC l 
UNH / CALIFORNIA EXCHANGE INFORMATION 
MEETING: Tuesday, February 2.8, Carroll-Belknap Room, 
Memorial Union, 1 p.m. Come find out how you can 
spend a semester or two at Chico or San Diego. 
If you can't make the meeting, drop by the Dean 
of Students Office, Huddleston Hall. 
CAREER 
CAREER EXPLORATION WORKSHOP: Series 1, 
Module D: Locating Occupational Information. Tuesday, 
February 28, Hillsborough Room, Memorial Union, 
12:30-2p.m. 
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Learn job-getting 
techniques in the Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Mem-





AT E S T II:li p A C E R 
T 0 RAH ]_.M,..!J. A L I V E 
B R A V E R E T SA V E S 
AC T O R F i" y S T I N T 
TH 0 R A cT cllslP E L r s 
~ 0 DE S T 0 C H I P M I S T E R M I N G 
HORA IO ■ AN ~I 10 U E 
I N E L O Q U E NT AST 0 
D U S T M 0 
REC E D.iliJII!!. Q R R Y I N G 
A X I A L ,Q. .!. .§. I 0 N I A 
F A L S E I C I MU T T S 
F L I E R B AA AT R I P 
S T A 'RS E TT S H A D S ---
THE GRANITE, the student yearbook is looking for 
students to work for the 1979 yearbook. We have paid 
positions open for Editor-in-Chief, Business Manager, 
Senior Portrait Editor, Literary Editor, Photo Editor, 
Layout and Production Editor, and Photographers (5). 
For an application and more information, stop by 
the Granite office. Room 125, Memorial Union (862-12.80), 
l1r contact Bob Gerek, Room 206, Williamson Hail, 
1868-9619). CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS •-------------------------------
SOCTH AMERICAN DINNER: A smorgasbord of Latin 
.-\rnerican dishes; informal lessons after dinner for those 
who ,,ish to learn some traditional folk dances. Wed-
ne5day. l\Iarch 15, Foreign Language Mini Dorm, 6-9 
p.m . Admission $2..50 in advance; $3 at the door. Tickets 
may be purchased in Room 209, Murkland Hall. 
REGISTRATION FOR ART SHOW AND SALE: Show 
and sale to be held Wednesday, March 15, in Babcock 
main lounge. 7 p.m. All graduate stud~nts, faculty, and 
staff are invited to exhibit their work. Those interested 
should contact Wendy Lull, Zoology Department, or 
Rosemarie Hurley, at 862-2426, by March 3. 
G . .\TEKEEPING AT THE WORLD CUP RACES: Those 
interested in gatekeeping at the World Cup Races at 
Watenille Valley, on Monday and Tuesday, March 
6 and,. should attend a meeting on Wednesdy, March 1, 
in the Carroll-Belknap Room, Memorial Union, at 7 p.m. 
Gatekeepers get free lift tickets, lunch and passes to 
all ewnts. Experience preferred. 
CONCERNED GAYS: Meeting, Monday, February 'Xl, . 
Hillsborough Room, Memorial :Union, 8 p.m: We can 
be reached throu_sh our mailbox in the Student Ac-
tivities Office, Memorial Union. 
STUDENTS FOR RECYCLING: Meeting, Monday, 
February 2'J, Rockingham Room, Memorial Union, 
7p.m. 
CLUB SPORTS 
SAILING CLUB'S POT LUCK DINNER: Tuesday, Feb-
ruary 28, in the 1925 Room, John S. Elliott Alumni 
Center, 6 p.m. Bring a dish (meal) to feed five or 
six. For more information, call Dave Rawson at' 
742-4572. 
WOMEN'S WATERPOLO: Organizational meeting for 
all women interested in waterpolo, Tuesday, February 
28, Durham Room, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m. No 
experience necessary. 
Because of an increase in the volume of notices, ·The New · Hampshire will print each item onl 
once on the date closest to the event. Please submit notice/calendar information to the Admin 
istration office, Room ~22, Memorial Union by 4 p.m. Tuesday for Friday's paper and 4 p.m. 
Thursday for the following Tuesday's paper. Inquiries about errors or omissions should be direct 
erl to The New Hampshire staff. · 
SCHEDULE CHANGE 
EFFECTIVE MONDAY, FEBRUARY 27th 
MUS.Q 
theMUB PUB-
will be Closed: Photogiaphy-
ScJiool 
e,And CIJark.foom I@gistration 
Monday & Tuesday Evenings 
··LIMITED FOOD ITEMS·· 
• • • including sandwiches 
will be available at 
either the 
AVAILABLE FOR USE: *(3) Fully-Equipped Darkrooms 




*( 1) Photography Studio · 
( Bac~~rops, Studio Lights, Reflecti~g Shields, etc.) 
PHOTOSCHOOL CLASSES AVAILABLE: 
BEGINNING and ADVANCE.{) 




NON STUDENT: $25.00* 
STUDENT: $25.00* - .. 
NON-STUDENT: $30.00 
*INCLUDES SEMESTER DARKROOM PRIVILEDGES 
DARKROOM PRIVILEDG ES: 
( Includes use of chemicals) 
SESSION II Registration (Spring Semester) 
STUDENT: $15.00 
-., NON-STUDENT: $20.00 
Tues. Feb. 2812:00 p.m. -2:00 p.m. 
Wed. March 1st l2:00 p.m. -2:00 p.m. 
AT THE M.U.S.O. OFFJCE, ROOM 148, OF THE M.U.B. 
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Pregnancy kits refused 
, TEST KITS 
continued from page 1 
' soon as 10 days after intercourse. 
· It is considered at least 98 per 
cent accurate. 
think the guidance of a doctor is ·not a legal question. Both main~ 
impor_!ant in these matters." tained it 'was within the store's 
rights to decide who to sell the kit 
'FRANKLIN_ 
THEATRE 
The EPT test is similar to the 
one used by many physicians. It 
is based on a urine sample taken 
at least nine days after a missed 
menstrual period. It is widely ac-
cepted to be f17 per cent accurate. 
Although some students said to. 
they thought the pharmacy's Most students who knew about . 
policy was illegal, Thomas th~ pharmacy's policy felt it was . 
Dudley, a Portsmouth lawyer, unfair. Several suggested Hood 
Jisagreed. House wanted a monopoly on 
"It is discrimination, but · I · pregnancy tests to make money. 
can't think of a single statute or According to Stevenson, Hood 
law that it violates. I ~o not think House breaks even on the tests, 
a court injunction forcing the since it pays Wentworth Douglass 
pharmacy to sell the kits to Hospital and Smith and Klein of 
students would be':,possible to ob- Waltham, Mass., the two 
tain." laboratories which process the 
S~pporting Care Pharmacy's 
refusal to sell the kits. Stevenson 
6:30.& 8:30 
"Oh, God! " 
j said "I do not think that pregnan-
cy tests should be a do-it-yourself 
kind of thing. I do not want to go 
against ~nyo!}e's ri~ts_, .. but I 
Cassidy and William Leonard, tests. The cost of processing is $12 
the manager of Durham's Care per test-the same amount as 
Pharmacy, also felt that it was charg~ to students. 
Closed until Mar. 12 




Sunday Feo. 26 
Two Charlie Chaplin Classics 
City Lights and Monsieur V erdoux 
Continuous show starting at 7:00 
Strafford Room 
Free! Free! Free! ..... 
S.C.O.P.E Is now 
accepting applications for its 
These are PAID positions. 
For an exciting experience 
in the world of music and 
concert entertainment, come 
work with us. 







Applications may be 
picked up in room 124 
at theMUB 
GAIN A REWARDING PROFESSIONAL CAREER 
WHILE YOU SERVE YOUR COUNTRY 
The Navy offers challenging Special Training Programs and Scholarships 
that can change your entire outlook on life. Current openings include: 
•ENGINEERING eBUSINESS MANAGEMENT •MEDICAL SCHOLARSHIPS 
•AVIATION •SURFACE LINE eAND OTHERS 
Interviews by appointment on campus Mar. 2. See your Career 
Placement Officer for additional information. · · 
· F~r additional information call (617) 223-6216 or write to Navy Officer 
Programs,NRD Boston,575 Technology Square, Cambridge, MA 02139 
!r···~··········~························\ 
.: THE GRANITE ! Ii . ♦ ' ♦ 
' ♦ 
I ♦ 
♦ ♦ f The Yearbook Organization is now accepting : 
applications for its 1978-79 staff. i 
♦ 
- ♦ • • These are PAID positions: : 
1978-79 staff. : i, : 
i Editor-In-Chief Photography Editor : 
i Business Manager Photography Staff ♦ 
f Productiqn Editor Senior Editor i 
♦ ♦ 
i Literary Editor i 
: Literary Staff t 
♦ ♦ 




♦ Make Publishing and Business Contacts <-· 
f * Gain exciting experience injournalism f 
♦, * Possible academic int ernships ♦ 
I'♦ I : ••• ♦ -A progressive student organization today! 
I ·:.: Applications and more information in the Granite Office, Room 125 of the Mub. 
i : 
: Call 862-1280 for futher information . : 
♦ . • 
l;;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiill~ ....................................... .
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editorial 
Students should be heard 
Student Government feels it got a slap in the 
face this week with David Bianco's decision to 
disregard a recommendation on the housing 
priority system. It would be better for Student 
Government to take this action in stride and to go 
on to the more important issue of how much 
power students have on campus. 
But Wednesday night, Bianco· surprised the 
students by rearranging the priority system again, 
placing new transfers below old transfers. 
to Bianco on this one, but take one step back from 
the entire situation. The students have to have 
their role defined for them. The Dining and 
Residence Advisory Committee is a hard working, 
knowledgeable group. They have potential which 
has yet to be develop.ed."- -. -
The Dining and Residence. Advisory Committee 
and Student Government devised a system of 
housing priorities which was favorable to new 
transfer students. It placed these students ahead of 
transfers who had been on campus for more than 
one semester. - --- -~ -- , 
Student groups were surprised and rightfully 
angry. The Dining and Residence Advisory 
Committee, which did a lot of research and work 
on the subject, doesn't feel like an advisory com-
mittee anymore. 
It's unfortunate that this rift -occurred over such 
a small issue. Bianco's office said that neither new 
nor old-transfer students can be accommodated in 
doqnHories first semester. The large amouri.ts of 
freshmen in build-ups makes housing for any 
other group impossible. 
Perhaps an investigation is in order as to just 
what the role of students is. There should be a 
general power struggle on the part of Student 
Government. Student groups, as a whole, ob-
·viously need more clout. The issue here transcends 
the standing of transfer students on a housing 
priority list. The rationale behind this system was in order. 
Most people agree that new students have more 
problems ~han students who have bee~ around for 
a while. Housing should be one less problem for 
new transfers. 
Bianco's Office of Residential Life seemed 
agreeable to the plan the students presented. 
Student Government thought so anyway. 
Bianco also knows that all groups are provided 
housing in the second semester. There are empty 
rooms in dormitories second semester--every year. 
Therefore, the status of the individual transfers 
really doesn't matter. 
David Bianco is a smart, reasonable man. The 
Dining and Residence Advisory Committee is a 
smart, hard working group. David Bianco seems 
to be paying little attention to what · the Dining 
and Residence Advisory Committee is saying. 
That is the , problem about which students 
should be angry. What Student Government should do is give i~ 
letters 
Spirou 
To The Editor : 
Your recent editorial, " Crisis besets 
student government" (2/10/78), ques-
tioned the wisdom of a press release 
issued by Rep. James Kaklamanos 
CD-Nashua). Rep. Kaklamanos's state-
ment was critical of Governor Thom-
-son's frequent trips outside of the State 
of New Hampshire. 
The newspaper's editorial writer ap-
parently fears that truthful statements 
made by Rep. Kaklamanos might en-
danger the University System's posi-
tion in Concord, as Kaklamanos also 
heads Students for the University. In 
other words only those individuals who 
:>gro<> w ith l\1Pl Thc;n11son:s '!Veird ac-
tions or those who are willing to ac-
cept them as logical or necessa""■ 
should speak for or represent the stu-
dent body of our University. 
It appears that your editorial writer, 
like most ·people in New Hampshire 
in any way connected with state 
government, has fallen victim to 
Thomson's direct or indirect intimida-
tion and climate of fear . This is truly 
a shame! For years now many of us 
here in Concord, Democrats and Re-
publicans alike, have stood by the Uni-
versity System whictJ w~uld ~e a bas-
tion of free thought, _ mgmr_y, and 
speech. It looks as though our efforts 
have been in vain. 
Instead of the System's producing 
students who have the intellectual 
capacity and intestinal fortitude to 
stand up for this principle, we have the 
likes of an editorial writer who has 
succumbed to the whims of a Chief Ex-
ecutive determined to make the Uni-
versity just like any other state de-
partment -- accountable to him and 
him only! 
Perhaps the next step The New 
rthe 
new 
Hampshire ought to consider is sub-
mitting to the Governor for his ap-
proval each issue of 'J'he New Hamo-
shire so he might make certain 'the . 
real story of the University is being told. ' . 
· Chris -S-prroti · 
N.H. House Democratic Leader 
Ed. note--The New Hampshire re-
cognizes the right of Mr. Spirou to dis-
agree with the content of an editorial. 
However, in the future, we hope Mr. 
Spirou will refrain from making at-
tacks against the character of a staff 
member. 
Name calling and innuendo only 
serve to make bad situations worse. 
Right-wingers 
To The Editor: 
I have just finished reading the 
Feb. 21 issue of The New Hamp-
shire, and I wanted to let you know 
what I thought of your style of re-
porting. 
The piece that caught my eye was 
the page one story on the conserva-
tives anf right-wingers reaction to 
President Carter in New ·Hampshire. 
In the third paragraph, reporter Prid-
ham describes the group: "They were 
a curious band of protesters ' mostly 
middle-aged or older; and looking more 
like the sort who just 10 years ago 
, condemned the s.ame action on the part 
of young, anti-war protesters.' ' 
i always thought that reporters \\'.ere 
supposed to be objective in their re-
porting, not going around stereotyping 
people according to a group to which 
they belong. Just by looking at him, 
is there some miraculous way you can 
tell how a person felt about protes-
ters ,ten years ago? Was the clothing 
they were wearing that day that re-
vealing? 
Personally, I don't agree with the 
politics of the right-wing groups. What 
is at issue here is impartial reporting. 
Report the facts and let your readers 
draw their own conclusions. If you are 
going to put opinionated articles on 
page one, I suggest that you · change 
your name to The New Hampshire 
Union Leader. 
Daniel 0. Joyce 
Stoke646 
Keg Room 
To the Editor: 
I found the article "Keg Room closes ; 
will reopen soon," in .extremely poor 
taste, and I was disappointed to see it 
prmtea tn The N ew Nump~hi re . 
A piece of trashy reporting, the article 
was written, not to inform, but to create 
suspicion and raised eyebrows. The 
gossip column format led only to here-
say and guessing--a far cry from good 
journalism. 
I have the feeling that this reporter 
felt that she was "on to something," 
but if she was, she would have done 
better to have waited for more infor-
mation. It seems that both reporter 
and editors have been grossly insensi-
tive to the harm incomplete and second-
hand "news" of this kind can do to 
innocent individuals. 
Of what possible good or interest 
can this kind of information (if it at 
all can be considered as such) be 
for the campus community? 
In the future, I hope you will use 
better judgement. 
Deborah Erickson 
Ed. note--Our intent was to tell the 
Durham community the circumstances 
surrounding the closing of one of its 
most popular establishments. We stand 
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Toma 
To the Editor: 
David .Toma's lecture can only ·,be 
described as disappointing. What pr.o-
mised to be interesting and informative, 
went unfulfilled. Professing omni-
science, he displayed ignorance. 
His shallow and weak argument 
against legalizing prostitution, amidst 
a _tacit plea for continence, was that 
this would intrinsically cause a VD 
. epidemic beyond what it is now. Fur-
ther, he added, that unless we would 
want our mothers, sisters or girlfriends 
participating it cannot be all ttigfli.. He 
implicitly condemned hedonism. 
Ostensibly Mr. Toma considers Brave 
New World a nonviable society, where 
promiscuity, beyond being condoned 
is expected. While Aldous Huxley's 
society is fictitious, it represents a far 
more pleasant world than the one Mr. 
Toma wdUl<1 have us In. 
In a cheap shot reminiscent of the 
scare tactics of the 30's and 40's 
, Reefer Madness, Mr. Toma would 
have us believe all the things that 
are true of PCP are also true of 
marijuana. 
Expressing altruistic motives for 
"helping us" with his lectures with 
the intrinsic remuneration of simply 
seeing our faces being more than ade-
quate, offering as a panacea "love", 
advocating abstinence from mood al-
tering drugs, verging on extolling 
asceticism, Mr. Toma amounts to no 
more than an over-touted anachronism. 
Andrew Weisner 
SVTO 
To the Editor: 
I would like to raise some objections 
to the standards of quality·devised by, 
the Student Caucus recently concer-
ning ·svTO. Since when has t~ worth 
of a student organization . been 
measured by the number of hard-core 
members it can attract rather than by 
what the organization can prqvide for 
a student who is interested in ex-
perimenting in a free and creative en-
vironment? 
I have been a hard-core member in 
SVTO and also WUNH-FM for four 
semesters now and can easily say I 
shall never forget or regret the many 
experiences I have had. Through these 
organizations it has been possible for 
me to encounter a broad range of 
situations ; from managing a $32,000 
budget to t uriing up a 1,000 watt trans-
mitter to aes1gmng the ~'VTO cabling 
network. None of which I could have 
never done if these organizations 
didn 't exist. 
Any person who wishes to exper-
ience this freedom of expression needs 
only to set his/her goals and apply 
them to a student organization. It so 
happens that SVTO surpasses any stu-
dent organization in drawing UJ><?n its 
membership'n originality, creativity, 
and imagination; three of the most dif-
-ficult attributes to demonstrate in a 
college atmosphere. It would be a big 
mistake to sacrifice this merely 
because of a temporary slump in 
membership. 
Douglass A. White, Jr. 
Chief Engineer-SVTO 
Ass't. Chief Engineer-WUNH-fM 
Monsters 
To the Editor: 
The MUSO Staff would like to-extend 
its sincere apologies for the unexpected 
tardiness of the lecture on "Monsters" 
with Lee Frank. Mr. Frank, on way 
from Logan Airport, got hopelessly 
lost and as a result showed up 45 
minutes late for his lecture. We hope 
for those who patiently waited that 
his lecture. and presentation proved 
satisfactory. 
Frank's tardiness, unfortunately, 
was beyond MUSO's control and WE'f. 
regret any inconveniences that the 
situation may have produced. 
The MUSO Staff 
Winter Carnival 
To the Editor: 
I would like to take this opportunity 
to commend the students who worked 
on and with the Winter · Carnival 
Committee. It was the most successful 
carnival here at UNH in the three 
years I have been on the committee. 
As an advisor to the committee, I 
was pleased to work with the various 
chairmen and their committees. -The 
organization and enthusiasm was 
most noticeable as _ well as the com-
petency of the individuals working for 
the success of the weekend. 
A good time was had by all, and I 
was very proud to be a part of the 1978 
Winter Carnival. 
Nelson F. Kennedy 
Director of Alumni Activities 
RA's grades 
To the Editor: 
This letter is being written to protest 
the requirement that applicants for 
the position of R.A. have a minimum 
GPA of 2.8. We feel that this 
tters 
The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters t? the ~tor and 
prints them as . space allows, but cannot .guarantee tbe mclus10n -of any 
- letter. . 
All letters must be typed, double spac.eo c1nd a maximum of 500 words LG 
order to be printed. All letters are subject to minor editing. Final decisions 
on letters are the editor's. 
Mail letters to: The Edjtor, The New Hampshire, Room 151, Memorial 
Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. 
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~:::::: groups so that students may have some input into the entire budgetary process. :::::::: requirement is inconsistent with- the 
purpose of the R.A. selection 
process; which is to choose the· best 
qualified person for_ th~ job. We do not 
feel that a person's GPA · is an in-
dicator of how they will perform in the· 
position of R.A. 
, We have heard that with the in-
creased academic pre~sure, the pur-
pose of the 2.8 GPA is t6 make the R.A. 
an example to follow. Keeping a good 
academic average requires many 
hours of studying for most people. This 
usu~Uy means much time spent at the 
li~rary or study lounge; time spent 
without disturbances. · Yet the person 
desired for R.A. is someone who is ac-
cessible, a person who can be found 
when help is needed. Also, by the 
nature of the job, much time is going to 
be f.aicen from studies to get acquainted 
w1tn people on the t1oor and to stay 
familiar with their problems and with 
what is happening with them. Ad-
ministrative duties of an R.A. take 
more time away from the studies. In-
volvement in dorm government takes 
more time. There are still more things 
- to take time, so in light of this, how can 
an R.A. be expected to be an academic 
example for the students on their 
floor? 
We do feel that a candidate for R.A. 
not academic whizzes is a disservice to 
the ~tudents and the campus com-
mumty. 
Stoke Hall Dorm Government 




Jenn1fer M. Grant 
Secretary 
Michael J. Laufess 
Treasurer 
Daniel s. Craveu 
Executive Board Member 
Dennis R. Thomas _ 
Executive Board Member 
Patricia A. McCabe 
Executive Board Member 
Liz Ewen 
Executive Board Member 
Flu 
should be in good academic standing. 'l'o the Editor: 
Anyone responsible ·enough to be an I don ' t know which nurse Bob 
R.A. will be responsible enough to ft'inegold saw at Hood House, but hope 
keep their grades in good standing. the majority are like she was. 
There are other reasons for drop- This past Tuesday, Feb. 7, during 
ping the 2.8 GPA requirement. For the blizzard, I came down with the flu . 
example, there are many people on Upon entering Hood House, I was told 
this campus, who while here for an at the door, by a less-than-pleasant 
education, are taking time from their receptionist, that I shouldn't have 
studies to be involved in the campus · come as they were only open for 
community. They are involved emergencies. I?eeling as I did, I 
through the various house councils, •. figured I classified. 
student organizations and the campus · I was kept wailing_ 15 minutes before 
government. It is these people who are being given any attention. There was 
a major source of applicants for the . only one nurse on duty, so that was pret-
position of R.A. , . ty fasl. Finally I was put in one of those 
In our dorm government, how hard a little rooms, ~nd · with a thermometer 
p_erson works or how well they deal in mv mouth for no less than 15 
with others has no correlation with a minutes. 
person's GPA. In fact , those who work During this time, two doctors 
the hardest and show the most walked in and out several times past 
dedication are those who are willing to me. Now they weren't doing anything. 
give up some needed study time in or- Why couldn't they have helped the 
.der to see an important issue or 11urse·1· 
project go through, doing much of the I realize she was overloaded with 
work themselves. This is not con- duties. so I didn 't really expert kindly 
ducive to a high GPA but is an exam- ;iltention with a smile. Whv couldn 't 
pie of the dedication we feel an R.A. tht• doctors have helped her out ? 
should have towards the dorm com- Being a frequent visitor to Hood 
munity. House. 1 ·ve always received good <'are 
Finally not to allow those who desire \,·ith a smile. I sincerely hope last 
the . experience and have the Tw•~d,;y was just a freak day and not a 
qualifications and the dedication to do Il('W poli<·y for Hood House. 




E:::::: Any students who have questions on these budgets may air their views at the Student Caucus;::::::: 
!
·:::::: meeting Sunday night in the Hillsborough-Sullivan Room of the MUB. The meeting begins at 6 o.m. :::=::::: 
:::::: These budgets will be voted on Sunday night. ' · ::::::::: 
•:•:•:-.. ·•·•·•·•· 
~~~~~~l THE GRANITE l~~~f 
Estimated Income 78/79 Budget Net Change 
Senior Photo Commission 3,300 -0-
Student Activity Tax 46,322 2,719 
Reserves 3,000 -26 
Yearbook Sales' 50 -0-
Total 56,672 2,693 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Estimated Income 78/79 Budget Net Change 
Advertising 35,500 500 
Subscriptions 2,200 -100 
:=~:::: Class·11·1ed Ads 1,200 -0- 1::~ .:•:•:•:•: ;~~;:I\ ~:::::3 S.A.T. 29,295 -0- t:::: 
........ Reserves 1,641 841 •• ••••· 
Total 69,836 1,241 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
Estimated Income 7 8/79 Budget Net Change 
S.A.T. 25,513.42 -900.53 
Reserves PYR 510 -2.847.47 
, ❖:-•. S.A.T.-Overage 5,000 2,163.95 ,,,.,•, 
























tartinq February 26 - Everv -Sunday ·and 
venings hear the unique and differenf sounds 
· ought to you by•_? .... 
For-Veteran Cotnputer-users 
For New Cotnputer users 
FotNot Quite Computer Users 
The first Thursday of every month 
Watch for announcements in the Campus 
Journal, The New Hampshire, and On-Line 
Next scheduled meeting: 
March 2, 1978, 2; 30-4: 00 v..m. 
Flo~r B, rm._ 13, Dimond Llbrary 
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Scott-!fero·n & Midnight Band turn UNH 360 degrees . 
By Artlllman 
At 8: 45 p.m. Gil Scott-Heron 
appeared onstage alone. He wore 
a "natural energy" T-shirt, and 
brown corduroy pants. His once 
scraggly ,beard was now a 
masterful mass of hair. It blen-
- ded in with his giant afro forming 
a black halo. 
When the applause died down, 
Gil spoke to the New Hamoshir"' 
crowd of about 600. 
"My name is Gil Scott-Heron, 
and I'm a member of an 
organization called the Midnight 
Band. We call ourselves Midnight 
because we believe that should be 
the first minute of the new day, 
and that we have endured the old 
day long enough to make us en-
titled to a new one. 
"The new one hopefully will be 
founded on commun1cation: 
Communication has been the key 
of our experience." 
Scott-Heron spoke for ap-
proximately. twenty minutes, 
mixing comedy with heavy 
messages. 
He voiced his skepticism of 
Barbara Wawa and Walter Con-
crete. "Television, " Gil said, 
"robs your imagination, wastes 
your .time, takes you on trips you 
aon't neea to go one, -and limits 
your horizons." The audience ap-
plauded in agreement. 
Scott-He:r;on paraphrased the 
essence of "an experience" that 
he, Brian "Stick" Jackson, and 
the rest of the Midnight Band 
have been living and playing by. 
"We have an experience that is 
founded on communication. We 
believe that art as we will present 
ourselves throughout the new day 
will be a three dimensional ex-
perience. 
"First of all, the physical. (At 
this point Gil struck a conga skin 
and continued.) For the physical 
dimension we have 360 degrees of 
potential physical, 360 degrees of 
rhythm, 360 degrees brought to 
you by the spirit o~ the drum. 
Jazz Group 
''The second dimension con-
cerns mental energy, concerns 
yourself with the mind and ideas · 
that we would like to transmit. 
Hopefully, at the very least, they 
will be food for thought. 
"Last but not least, the third 
poem, the third dimension, the 
spiritual. Because things that are 
positive, things that talk about 
life in a positive fashion, things 
that talk about life in terms of the 
truth, and reallty from several 
·perspectives can o-1Iy be ·positive 
for the spirit. 
"Hopefully brothers and 
sisters, this will be something 
that will make you move, make 
you think, and make you feel 
good. A first minute experience, 
something brand new. But 
remember, everything was new 
once, 'til you get a little bit of it 
you can't.~ell exactly ho'Y you're 
going to like it. 
Everything Scott-Heron said 
seemed to make sense. He had 
set the stage. 
Four men wearing large 
African drums at their hips 
paraded down the center aisle of 
the concert room, drumming and 
chanting as they approached the 
stage. 
Suddenly, the Midnight 'Band 
was onstage, playing African 
_ music. "Another way of saying 
good evening, another way of 
thanking you for coming and join-
ing us," Scott-Heron said. 
A smooth transition was made 
to more popular music with three 
cuts from Gil's latest album, 
"Bridges." "Hello ~unday, Hello 
R9ad" wa~ a funky, upbeat song 
that captured the attention of 
some · listeners who ·may nave· 
been bored by the African 
prelude. 
"95 South (All of the ~laces 
we've been)" and "Racetrack In 
France" showed Durham why 
"Bridges" was selected as the 
1977 _Jazz Album of the Year, 
~eceivi~g the Otis Rea<l~ng 
Award from the Academy of ' 
Paris. 
"We've Almost Lost Detroit" 
was a song written by Scott-
Heron about a book by John 
Fuller dealing with the near 
catastrophe at the Enrico Fermi 
Nuclear eower Station. 
A spacey introduction of syn-
thesizer, flashing lights, and 
Scott-Heron reciting poetry about 
Midnight, led into ''Home Is 
Where The Hatred Is," one of his 
most popular songs. Scott-Heron 
left the stage and mingled with 
the crowd. 
First, he approached a bearded 
man in the front row. He gently 
took the man's hands and showed 
.him how to clap. Stunned at first, 
the man then smiled and con-
tinued on his own. Scott-Heron 
smiled and moved on. 
After- their final song, ''The 
Bottle,'' the Midnight Band left 
the stage knowing well that they 
would return for an encore. 
Applause for "The Bottle" shif-
ted to synchronized clapping. 
"Johannesburg!" shouted the 
crowd. 
The Midnight Band returned. 
Scott-Heron spoke, perspiration 
dripping from hts beard. 
"This is a son-g Governor 
Thomson probably won't like, " 
he continued. Hoots and catcalls. 
''But fust as surely as the sun is 
going to rise tomorrow morning, 
what this next song concerns 
shall also come about. A song for 
South Africa called Johan-
nesburg. Is every~y r~dy? '-' 
Gil Scott-Heron received a standing ovation from some 600 t~rilled fans. (Art Illman ph~to) 
'Coast breakup sad but hopeful 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Calendar I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Fridar, February 24 
By Susan Ellis . · In southern New H.~mpsh1re,· 
The Seacoast Jazz Players home to all members of the 
gave their last · performance group, the Seacoast Jazz Players 
Tuesday night at the Stone were an established band, per-
Church in Newrnarket. - forming at places like the Press 
. ·ough termmai.111g tneir ex1s- Room in Portsmouth, Lamies 
tence as a group, which began in Tavern in Hampton and, in 
the summer of 1976, they intend finale, at the Stone Church in 
to continue making music. Each Newmarket. 
member is working with different In the opening set Charles, key 
bands now and they all hold other band man and sax player, 
jobs to supplement their incomes. declared they were there to have 
"Working together has let each a good time and the audience 
individual grow," said Charles responded. Those present were 
· Kohlase, 21, a slender intense enthusiastic and appreciative of 
person with long, light brown the musician's efforts all 
hair, ''but we've formed different evening. 
interests and are going different Jazz does not have much of a 
ways." following in the seacoast r~gion. 
The Seacoast Jazz Players, like Interest seems to be growing, 
the members of many local, ·however, at UNH. _ 
young groups, are trying hard to Duke Ellington, John Coltrane, 
make it in the music industry. Freddie Hubbard, Miles Davis, 
Doug Stanton. drummer and and J. Zawinul compositions 
newest addition to the now de- were performed by the Seacoast 
funct group, admitted the difficulty Jazz Players Tuesday night. 
of making a living playing only a They worked uninhibitedly. 
few gigs a week. "A handful of In one instance, they commen-
people," he said, "keeps jazz ded each other openly after an 
~livP hPrP " exceptionally t~ge~her piece. 
The Seacoast Jazz Playersgave a strong farewell perfor-
mance at the Sto~e Church.(Jerry Naples photo) . 
-Matt Cegalis, ari announcer for 
a jazz show on WUNH, liked their · UNH Theater- Dracula at the Johnson Theater in Paul Arts. 
performance and felt their solos 8 p.m. Tickets $3 and $3.50. 
were longer than usual. ''They 
were hot tonight,'' he said. 
Dave Remillard, electric Saturday, February 25 
keyboard man, smiled1 
throughout the evening, boogie- · · . . . .- . . . 
ing along with the music, shaking UNH Jazz Festival - High School compehhons, chmcs, and 
his thick, straight, brown hair to workshops all morning. Combos and Bands will perform 
the tunes. in the MUB. Choirs in the Bratton Room, Paul Creative 
At one point he stood up, Arts Center Admission to any or all the day's events $1 
opened his flannel -shirt, and h d · ' 
revealed a yellow t-shirt beneath. at t e oor. 
Jazz was printed in bold, black 
letters across his chest. 
The kind of music this group Sunday, February 26 
plays does not appeal to 
everyone. Charles, who is also an 
announcer for WUNH with five 
years of experience, was fired 
from the radio station tem-
porarily a few years ago, accor-
ding to him, for playing contem-
porary jazz. 
· The imorovisational nature of 
jazz allows each musician to in-
terpret the music m his own way. 
"Felonious Monk," the title of a 
tune in the last set, is exem-
. plary. · 
Charles introduced the work in 
a soft, funky voice saying, 
"everyone gets a chance to show 
off all their things.' ' 
Kevin McEvoy, the tall, lanky 
bass player, stood at the back of 
the stage, in a brown and white 
wool hat all night, in . one of two . 
positions . He was either grinning 
broadly at the audience or deep in 
concentration, eyes closed and 
head averted. 
They are breaking up their act 
but there are no bad feelings bet-
ween them: They plan to check 
out new horizons individually, to 
work as . musicians and -fo do 
whatever else is necessar~ to 
remain financially secure while 
learning and hopefully im-
proving. 
UNH Jazz Festival - Featuring the·UNH Jazz Band with guest 
clarinetist Buddy Defranco. Granite State Room, MUB. 
8 p.m. General admission, $3. 
MUSO Film - Charlie Chaplin featured in the film classics 
City Lights and Monsieur Verdoux. Strafford Room, 
MUB. Continuous from 7 p.m. Fr~e Admission. 
WUNH 91.3 F.M.-Hot Platters, featuring the new Dan 
Hicks album, It Happened One Bite, at 9 p.m. 
UNH Writer's Series 
Donald Hall, na tionally acclaimed poet, fiction writer, critic, 
biographer, and editor will read from his work~ Monday, Febru-
ary 27 at 8 p.m. in the Forum .Room oi tne u1~tl library. 
. Temporarily housed in the UNH Library is a large quantity of 
Hall's personal manuscripts ana corresponaence both handwrit-
ten and typed. Presently, they are being assorted for appraisal. 
Included with the manuscripts are personal letters from Sylvia 
Plath. 
Hall's latest book, Remembering Poets, was reviewed in last 
Sunday's New York Times ~ook Review section. Donald Davie, 
author of the review, said, "Donald Hall has written a modern 
classic. " 
Writing Well, by Hall, is used by UNH English writing stu-
dents. 
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Scott-Heron: 'Life is political' 
By Mark Pridham 
Leaning back in the black 
cushioned chair, musician Gil 
Scott-Heron alternated his atten-
tion from his ginger ale to his 
Raleigh cigarette to his political 
philosophy, and of course 
everybo·dy's favorite topic--
Meldrim Thomson. 
It was Scott-Heron's first trip to 
·New Hampshire, and he said,-
jokingly, that a few of his 
misconceptions about the state 
were finally cleared up. 
''Y ~u know, I was never really 
sure that there was a New Hamp-
shire. You hear about places like 
Wyoming and Idaho-but you 
never believe they exist." -
There are many sides to Gil 
Scott-Heron, and that is apparent 
in his at-ease style of humor, his 
music, his concern for people 
caught up in the web of politics, 
and his ability to relate his own 
thoughts and feelings to people 
everywhere--in New Hampshire 
as well as faraway places like 
South Africa. 
Alt~ough th~re are political 
·.·un Scott-Heron spices his performances with witty politi-
cal satire. (Art Ilfman photo) 
overtones to much of Gil Scott-
Heron's music, he says this is not 
a deliberate intention when 
writing music because politics 
encompasses most everything. 
"I don't sit down and deal with 
anything political in particular, 
or decide on an issue and write 
music to it. Besides, there really 
isn't anything that isn't political, 
or at least affected by politics. If 
you ain't got no money, and it's 
because you ain 't got no job, you 
could say that's political. 
"There's very little that you 
can discuss and relate to that 
doesn't have any political 
ramifications and overtones 
whatsoever. And it's up to you--
you can ignore that or you can 
deal with it. 
Scott-Heron says he and mem-
bers -of his Midnight Band were 
unsure of the kind of reception 
t!?-ey ~ould receive, this being 
their first concert in New Hamp-
shire. 
And that's because the state's 
most visible and outspoken 
Johannesburg was the world for Gu ~cott-ueron. (Art Ill-
man photo) 
"I was never really 
sure that there was 
a New Hampshire." 
"You know what I mean--those 
people elected him--so he must be 
representing their political 
thought. And that's a bad lick on 
New Hampshire. That's a black 
eye, so to speak." 
Scott-lteron says he's-unsure if 
the political content of many of 
his songs has any impact on his 
audience. "It's hard to tell. I 
citizen--Gov. Meldrim Thomson-- \ think the audience is attracted to 
is the man whose ideas represent the tunes because of the music 
what Scott-Heron sees as the root ana sound. · -
of some of the problems facing 
the peopl~ of this country. "We have songs about just 
"There's nothing personfli · be~ _ , about everything, so it's hard to 
tween me or him. He's just an ass. tell what type of political impact 
a national ass. And he represents we have with our music. I think 
a lot of people, and his represen- as many people like 'The Bot-
ting them gives you the im- t~• or 'Your Daddy Loves 
pression, whether it's right or You,' or 'Winter in· America,' 
wrong, of his constituency. as they do ~ome of our songs like_ 
'Johannesburg. ' 
"It's really hard to categorize 
because everyone's got their own 
favorite tune. But that's cool, 
because we like them all." 
Scott-Heron says it is no dit 
ferent to him playing before a 
predominantly white audience, 
as was the case the other night at 
UNH, and playing before an 
audience that's mostly black. 
"The way I look at it, it seems 
like once you get up on the stage 
and the lights go off, it's just 
people out there. And if someone 
cari;t ·hanale ·it, then ·they "just 
made a wrong turn somewhere. · 
You know you can't tell if they 're 
white or black till you turn the 
lights back on, and I don't really 
pay that much att~ntion to that:r· 
~*****************************************' . . . ~ 
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- <.~ompleted an advanced course 
.. in tlw latest styling techniques . 
Dean of Students new program 
'
- at the Continental School · = 
of Hair Design. We also have I i bt't"'n trained in scientific = 
= hair analysis and are now able I I to offer free analysis 
1 I= to ~-ou in our laboratory. We can advise you on how I 
= · . to keep your hair .its healthiest. 
I 
I I I I -
i 868~7363 •• 
~,,_,.l~ .............. .......,._,.~J 
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continued from page 2 
term and flexible. We are not 
bound to any precedent." 
'' At the beginning of the 
semester we had the option of 
hiring a temporary · assistant 
dean of students for a semester or 
doing something else," said Kid-
der. "We chose to do something 
else, to hire part-time people to 
deal with areas in which they had 
already shown some expertise." 
The total amount of their 
salaries had to be less than was 
paid to Jane Newman, he said, to 
allow for the cost of advertising 
Puttjng 
::~: i ., 1J 
in your future. 
Your Fidelity Urion Field Associate can -
help plan your financial future with 
CollegeM?ster ~ College Master is the nation's 
leader in life insur~nce Tor college seniors. 
Find out about College Master. 
Call the Fidelity Union CollegeMaster® 
Field .\ssociate in your area: 
John Van Epps 
868-5500 
and screening for a new dean. 
The team dealing with 
women's issues was to perform 
three functions: 
--to serve as a role model ·for 
undergraduate women, 
--to maintain the interest and 
visibility of the Dean of Students 
Office on the campus, 
--to establish a base of infor-
mation and relate to the needs of 
women on campus. 
"If we weren't here it would be 
as if the Dean of Students office 
was dropping an interest in this 
area (women's issues) for a 
semester," said Carol Evans, 
graduate student on the team 
dealing wi.th women's issues. 
"Bill can be Dean of Students, 
but he can't fill in as a role model 
because he's not a woman." 
According to Evans the team 
will be holding informal evening 
gatherings on campus during the 
first part of the semester to find 
out directly from the un-
dergraduate women what they 
think their needs are on the cam-
pus. 
''During the last half of the 
semester we will be offering 
programs based on the kinds of 
need expressed,'' ;:;he said. 
''The types of programs we can 
off er will be determined by the 
time limitations at the end of the 
semester," said Anita n'urel ·, 
another team me·mber. 
According to Durel ., the 
programs will l;>e aimed ~f 
_tomorrow covering such topics as 
balancing careers and families. 
The team is · considering a 
program aimed at both men's 
and women's awareness of 
women's changing roles, said 
Durell. 
"Men enrolled at UNH should 
be provided with the opportunity 
to become educated in the prob-
1ems women are facing today in 
our changing society,'' said Peter 
Tandy, student body president. 
"I would like to see some 
progressive programs put out." 
Open at6:30 a.m. Daily "We would like to reach as wide a range of people as 
' possible." said. Durel .. 
classified ads 
cars for sale 
~-lrJtr,rcvcle : 1977 Honda CB750F2, black, 
;::.·,-; r:he· quartz headlight, Konis, European 
,,:-_ ;;uperb condition, 13,500 miles, $1 ,550. 
iu.a.-:s,,h in Gibbs Rm 206, 2-1594 or 868-9699. 
2 22 
::r.. \"ee:a hatchback. verv clean. one·cos-
:-• .c,· _.-_ rJent. just tuned and inspected, good 
~"'' _:;i11eage. 4 new tires . :Sell last tor hun-
: ~c,,;_, ·1nder book value. Call 868-5738. 2/24 
: ·r:· r' :nto. good condition, 40,000 miles. 
s·:~, ._ ·:a ll ~26-4557. 3/24 
: ·r . P..,er:,,u lt 16. 4 door. hatchback;-auto-
-~ . • - r tra nsmission . Front wheel drive. 
.',! · ' ': .. :-. '.i r ts . S200, 431-7989. 2/ 24 
'/ •. ·· -<: . , 197i Honda Accord Automatic 
~ ' ' :.:;·;.r, . snow tires , A.C. six month~ 
·. ·: . . -::, ~.,ew. S:i.000 firm . Call 862-2010. As~ 
._, ','. .· , .\lcCann. After 6 p.m . call 207· 
:r .. : : . ~· ~ 2 .2?, 
_1971 Green Opel station wa~on . Body _and 
interior in very good condition. New tires. 
1900 Engine runs smoothly. Asking $925. 
742-0535. 2/28 
FOR SALE: 1971 MGB. Good condition, 
I great spring car, convertible-asking $2200. 
Write P'.O. Box 194 Durham for details. 2/24 
MGB 1971 dark green, low mileage. Needs 
some work, best offer over trade-m ($1000) 
Call Marc at 868-7484. 3/3 
Must sell. 1977 Honda Accord. Automatic, 
FM Radi!)
1 
snow tires, A.C. Six months. 
Ask for 1us. Mccann after 6 p.m. Call 
207-363-3189. 2/28 
1971 VEGA-Inspected and runs well . Virginia 
car means little rust. Radial tires, am-fm, 
tape player $495. Russ 659-5092. 2/24 
1968 Ford always starts, good running con-
dition. Asking $300. 659-2002. 3/21. 
1968 Dodge Dart, automatic transmission, 
2 door. 135,000 miles. Reliable transpor-
tation, Michelin radial tires. $275 or best 
offers 431-7989. 2/24 __ 
for sale 
For Sale: Caber ski boots, Flow, buckle. 
Size 91h -10 men's. Good beginner/mt. boot, 
comfortable, call Mark 868-5716 5~ p.m. 
or after 11 p.m . 2/28 
STEREO for sale: $250 excellent condition. 
Pioneer sx-434 receiver, Garrard 440 m 
turntable, shure cartridgeb Avid speakers 
2-way. Call Bob Kempton etween 5~ any 
day 862-1387 or 868-9706. 3/3 
For Sale : Trac cross-country skis. Bindings, 
boots, and poles included. $45. Call 868-5034. 3/3 
Used Cross-country skis, poles and boots -
fish scale bottoms • size 6, 5 feet. Martha 
ffi!}-5342. 3/17 
Hand-made New Hampshire snowshoes <Ex· 
plorinttype>. If you can't afford X-eountry 
then shoe" it for 1h the ·price. Need your 
height, weight. For details: DB 868-2782. 3/3 
For Sale: 1 pr. Fisher Silverglass Fi~ass 
skis - 180 c.m . 1 pr. Humanic boots ladies 
size 71fl, Solomon limdings. Allsop poles. $100 
or best offer. Will self seperately. Judith 
_ 742-0293. 2/24 
pre-paid ela11 atl fora 
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For Sale: Panasonic stereo - one unit AM/FM 
radio & . turntable & speakers. Excellent 
condition - $90.00 or best offer. Call Bruce 
at 2-1084 or 868-9667 Rm . 218. 3/21 
Nortalia ski boots for sale. Womens size 6. 
Used only one se .. son ; excellent condition. 
Asking $20.00 or best offer. Call Althea 
868-9806. 3/17 
For Sale: Royal Chef electric stove. Good 
condition $40.00 - 30" aqua color 20" Huffy 
boys 3 speed bicycle - $30.00. Call after 
5. 868-5540. 2/28 
A.K.C. registered golden retrievers for sale 
Reasonab1e price . Have shots and healtl 
certificates. Call 742-4572 or write L . Monic1. ~hfi;~h~~1
3 
Ave. Dover, N.H. Ready enc . 
For Sale: Trunk mounted ski rack
1 
fits mos' 
models $7. Mexican jacket, sueae leathe1 
with fringe, size 38 mens, $18. Beige cordoro• 
mens leisure suit, never worn, size 42 jackef 
38 short slacks $8. Two leather bicycl, 
seats $1 each. Cab 742-8662 after 5 p.m. 3/17 · 
Water bed-Double bed (queen sized); com-
plete with frame, IJlatform, liner, . heater, 
and hardware $55. Call 749-3900 evenings. 3/l'i 
Misses Deerskin suede jacket, seal brown, 
ziP.:Out lining, size 18, brand new; cost $130, 
~ c~Ti1!cf ~~l:ioo. Tel: 225-2372. You m;zy 
For sale: Brody modern pedestal kitchen 
set. Four wrought iron pedesfal chairs; blac 1 / 
white swirl <fesign cushions. Round tab 
expands to oval. Excellent condition. $150. 
742-9495after5 :00 .m. 2/24 
USED SKI EQUlPMENT · Size 10 Rosf 
mount boots • $15. 50 in. Barrecrafter polf!ll 
$.5. Marker Rota mat bindings, 4 toes, ust1(l 
once. I'll sell separate or together. CaU 
· Mike 862-1819. 2/24 
Ski boots Nordica Grand Prix two pajr 
size 8_, and size 11 both almost brand ne . 
. Sell 1or $100. Call George in rm 634 t 
-4!6&-9713 or 2-2382. 2/24 
Caber competition ski boots size 9. List 
for $150 new. Will sacrifice for $80. Am 
moving South. Must try them on to appreciate 
comfort & support. can 749-4296 <Dover) 3/3 · 
Skis Head Comps. Giant Slalom 200 cm. 
with Salamon Nevada bindings $.10, one palr 
Garmont boots size 11 $35. Call Ricnar'd 
436-4872 after 9:00 or call Air Force ROT~ 
and leave message. 3/3 
Barg;in -:·Mrs-_~D~··ee---rs~k~i~- ;u-~~e~ja-c~ket-. =s~~ 1 
brown zip out lining. Size 18 Brand ne',\j• 
Cost $130 - will sell for $100. 225-2372. Yoti 
ma call collect. 2/28 . 
SKIS FOR SALE - K2 255 USA with marke · 
Rotomat FD Simplex DL 195 cm, Rossigp I 
Strato 105 with Look Nevatik 190 cm. AsRm 
$100 per ~ir. Come see - call 868ft560 fo · 
Bill And Mike. 3/3 . 
FOR SALE: Turn your twin size bed int , 
a couch. Brown corduroy cover and tw1 
matching bolsters. $20. Call Carolyn 2-
YM_ 
For.Sale: Two-door refrigerator/freezer; Hi 
cubic feet; frost free ; $100; call 692-2818 
~28 I 
For sale: Three-bedroom home in Lee wirn 
large addition ideal for small business ij 
rental income. w/w carpeting throughout! 
Asking $39,500. Call 692-2818. 2/ 28 I· 
For Sale : Ski Boots, Caber Flow Buckle. Size 
916 -10 men's. Good intermediate/beginner 
boot. $35.00. Call Mark 868-5716 5~ p.m . or af-
ter 11 p.m. 2/28 
wanted 
Skis and bindings wanted. 5'-5'4" length 
Must be in good condition. Elaine - 964-66.54. 3/3 
for rent 
For rent : 1h house near Tri-City Plaza 
Dover. Large bedroom, living rm. & kitchen 
available. No lease. Prefer couple. Call 
392-4078 after 6. $100 & util . negot. Available 
now. 3/ 21 _______ __ __ ___________ _ 
2 rooms for rent--5 min . from Shop & 
Save - Faculty Rd. & Burnham /\Ve. 1\.avanagn 
· 2J~lhone - come oecween 5 & 7 - Lt. cooKmg. 
Barrington - 2 bedroom apartment. Stove, 
refrig. Children welcome. Call 868-2901. 2/28 
For Rent: 3 bedroom house, York Beach, 
Maine~ fireplaced living room, $325/month. 
Availaole March 1 - June 1. Also available 
' 78-79 Sept.-June. Call Nashua 889-7401 or 
882--6447. 3/24 
Rent : Apartment in central location Ii. 
Dover. On K-van route near grocery. Tp 
)ease or sublet 100/mo. Call Nancy, 742-5338 
or Pam 659-5622. , 
roommates 
Couple or 2 rmmtes to share room w I 
batn & private entrance in house in M!idbury 
1 ½ miles from campus. ·$145 & util. Call 
Pat or Nancy 664-2324. 2/28 
Apartment roommate needed in central lo-
cation in Dover, on K-van route, off street 
parking, no security deposit to lease or 
sublease. Lots of sun. CaU Nancy 745-5338. 
,121 
Female roommate needed for 4-person apt., 
6 Main St., Apt. 1, Durham $92.50/mo. 
868-5024. 3/17 
FREE heat and hot water ! Sunny, furnished 
~~~~e1~fii:°F:':~1i~:~e~~fi~=:J 
A mere $90.00/month! Call Cheryl or Terry 
868-7056 after 5:00. 3/17 
Two roommates wanted - lakefront cottage 
in Barrington. Rent $75 a month each plus 
heat and utilities. Nine miles from campus. 
Call Steve at 664-2324 or 862-1490 and leave 
message. 3/17 
Roommate .needed (male or female) to 
share a 2 ~room apt. on Heritage Hill in 
gy;~~ if;;~f ~n~°C;t ~:f:r i~f~~-$~~~~~ 
grad student or staff members, but students 
are welcome. Call Ron Dumont at 2-2067 
8 am-3 pm and 742-7035 after 4 pm. 2/24 
Female roommate needed to share large 
two bedroom apartment in Newmarket. On 
Kari-van route. $100/month includes heat ~t
2
~~'.~iia Available immediately. Karen 
Roommate wanted: non-smoking female to 
share apt. in Dover on Kari-van. Own room 
$125/month includes utilities. Prefer per-
manent resident. No dogs. Call Barliara 
after 5 : 00 742-7563. 2/24 
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Early 1norning gra1n1nar lesson 
GOFFE 
continued from page 3 
young student.·' He asked a 
student, "Would you say this?" 
and points to the sentence. 
Before the right answer was 
given, Goffe quickly as~ed, "Why 
can't you say 'colleger'?" A frus-
trated student replied, "Because 
it's preposterous." Enjoying the 
baffling looks, Goffe retorts, "Of 
course it's preposterous: But 
whv'?" 
The class was a continuous 
question •and answer period 
between Goffe and his students. 
He warmed up to his subject 
while pacing in enjoyment 
around the front of the room. 
Goffe comfortably put his hands 
in his pockets. A boyish grin 
appeared on his face as a new 





continl.Jed from page 3 
casts of footprints. 
When asked why he does this 
work when it is frightening and 
sometimes dangerous, Frank 
replied, "It's the same feeling 
that I have towards roller-
coasters. I'm scared to death of 
them, but I love them. Being 
scared is part of the job." 
He is optimistic about finding 
the truth about these animals in 
the near future. Frank said that 
the days of mystery .for . Loch 
Ness are coming to a close. 
He adqed, "I feel that we'll get 
a · definite answer about the 
Bigfoot mystery in the next four 
or five years, but it won't come 
from· investigators like myself. 
It'll probably be some Urell tru1.:k 
driver on a deserted country road 
at night who won't stop in time to 
_avoid hitting one." 
Typing Theses, Manuscripts, term paperl,, 
etc. Experienced accurate and neat. Also 
spanish typing and Spanish En~ish trans-
lation, mail or pick-up. Call Exefer 77~1$1. 
3/21 --
PARTY: or for any occasion. Cakes :& 
pies made to order. Call Charlie at 862-1304. 
3/3 
TYPING of theses resumes, reports, 
correspondence, on IBM Correcting Selec-
tric1 choice of style/pitch, by experienced 
business teacher/secretary. Fast\ efficient, 
reasonable dependable. Cau Diana 
,Schuman, University Secretarial Associates, 
742-4858. 4/28 
Typing fast, efficient, reasonable, theses, 
reP9rts, papers. Have correcting Selectric 
and Symbol element. Elaine Vachon, Box 
288 Middle Rd., Rt. 1, Dover N.H. 03820 
tel. ( 603) 742--0394 Deliveries arranged. 2/24 
TYPING: Letters, Resumes, Reports, 
Theses. 20 yrs. exp. 749-2692. 3/3 
help wanted 
Looking for someone who is an accurate, 
good typistl intelligent, and who can handle 
a variety o duties for a Humanities Project 
in downtown Portsmouth. Eligible work study 
students call 436-8338 Monday to_ Friday, 
1-5 p.m. 3/21 
Work study(s) needed - UNUSUAL ATMOS-
PHERE - for details, call Pat at 862-2017. 3/21 
Position; sitting in CS Documentation Library 
evenings (hours can be arranged1 with ad-
ditional late night hours possible each 
month). Familianty with DEC manuals and 
ability to do illustrations helpful but not 
essential. Typical library duties plus some 
poster preparation and odds & ends. Contact 
Kallie Edwards, Computer Services 862-2323, 
8-4:30 p.m .• Ml0l Kingsbury Hall. 2/28 
Ladies - attractive & neat - "See-Through" 
Tops 3.50 per/hour plus tips. Back-AFT-
Tavern, Kit1ery, Me. Call 439-2920 mornings 
for appt. 3/24. 
SUMMER JOBS: FREE Fifty State Summer 
Employer Directory. Send name and address 
to: SUMCHOICE, Box 530, Dept. S, State 
College, Pa.16801...Tell a friend. 3/21 
Babysitter wanted for well behaved 2nd 
grader. Pay $20/wk. Hours approx . 4 to mid-
night, 2 wks per month. My home, Dover. 
742-6810. . . 
WORK AT HOME in spare time, stuff 1000 
envelopes, make $500.00. Free supplies. Send 
stampe<i self-addressed envelope to: L. 
Hagan Box 204 Moorestown, N.J. 08057. 3/3 
Part-time salesperson wanted for monthly 
magazine Dover-Rochester area Call 431-
7052after6:00p.m. 2/24 
Wanted: Responsible Grad. student or 
couple for live-in mother's helper position. 
Spacious water front home. Private room, 
board, S;ilary negotiable. Near Kari-van 
route. Call 659-2656Tor infor. 3/3 
· Work SttidY student need_ed_t_o_a_ss_i-st_h_u_m_a_n 
development specialist in pre~ration of in-
fancy packets, early childhood newsletter, 
and "parenting" project. Contact Mary Jo 
Herde, 123 Taylor Hall 862-2034. 2/28 
"Why can't you say 'serene and 
happy I walk the streets'?" Goffe 
waited for an answer. A female 
quickly answered, ''Adjectives 
cannot directly modify pro-
nouns." "That's right, you just 
don't do it," Goffe happily 
agrees. 
And so the class continued until 
9 a.m., with frustrated answers 
and pauses until the right answer 
was given. The students seemed 
to enjoy it that way. Dick 
Morrissette, a senior, said, "He's 
not a lecturer. He doesn't mouth-
feed you. He makes you think, 
which is absent in many lectures 
on campus," 
While Goffe enjoys teaching his 
8 a.m: class, he finds it too big. 
"I like to get to know my 
students," said Goffe. "With a 
big class, it's not as efficient in 
the long run, as far as learning 
is concerned.'' 
Asked if he will 
teaching in the same manner, 
Goffe replied, "I'm forced to 
retire next year, let's put it that 
way, so I won't be teaching. I 
would enjoy staying on.'' 
Will UNH ever find a professor 
to teach grammar for the next 
thirty-one years? "I doubt it very 






UNH Celebrity Series 
Thursday & Friday, March 16 & 17, 8 p.m. 
Johnson Theater, University of New Hampshire, Durham 
Tickets= $ 4 UNH students & senior citizenfi; $5.50 general & at door 
On sale~ MUB ticket office. Mon_-FrL 10am-4p.m.; 862-2290 
'k 1' - ~ . 
classified ads 
rides 
Ride available to Orlando, Florida during 
break (3/2-3/13). Need two to share driving 
and round trip expenses. Contact Ray 
659-2711. 2/24 
Going to ROCHESTER, NEW YORK durine 
breaK (3/2-3/13)? Why not take us too'?" 
We will gladly share driving and expenses. 
We will even throw in a terrific Roy 
Rogers joke. Call John Macri 2-2067, 659-2693 
or Deborah Johnson 2-1994, 463-£746. 2/28 
Ride needed to Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
area·. Able to leave March 2 after 6:00 
p.m. Will share expenses and driving. Call 
742-7831 after 5:30 weeknights. Keep frying. 
2/24 
Ride needed to Logan Airport, Friday, 
March 3, anytime in the afternoon. Also, 
will need a ride back to campus late 
Sunday night, March 12. Will be arriving 
at 1:30 a.m. 1 flying Delta. Anyone going my way? Wih share expenses. Call 868-9875 
or 2-2435 and ask for Karen. Thanks! 
lost&found 
$20 reward for the return of an orange 
backpack taken from Hewitt Hall 2/17/78. 
No questions. Call 742-3781 evenings. 2/28 
LOST; Red 1978 Temple date & address 
book. Personal value is in the enclosed 
addresses. Reward. Call 742-2879 Jerry. 3/17 
FOUND: Lady's wrist watch outside MUB 
last week. Contact MUB information desk 
2/24 
LOST: Silver spoon ring between Mini Dorms 
S.L.S. and Ham. Smith on 2/9/78. Very 
great sentimental value! REWARD. Call 
Sue Dugre at 868-9684or 2-1909. Please! !3/3 
1977 St. Anselm's school ring found at Blood 
Drive on Wednesday. Ideniify initials and 
pick up at information desk MUB. 2/24 
LOST: Black leather WALLET. Kepp the 
money but PLEASE return desperately 
needed credentials to MUB information 
desk. No questions asked. 
persc!lals 
MATT: Happy 22nd birthday. Go out and 
celebrate with a night on the town --1 heard 
the_y just lowered the drinking age! The 
NH Staff. 2/24 
143 Happy Birthday RHW! The greatest 
seaman around. May Brightwater always 
be in our hearts . Only 2 more to go. 2/24 
Twenty-two and still crazy as hell!! Just 
stay the way you are Cadids ! ! Happy Birth-
day to my dearest friend!! Love ya, Loop! 2 
?,/24 . 
Heavy drinking at Jason's today beginning 
at 11 a.m. Evt:ryone invited. 2/24 
Sarah,. we~COQJ.e to Durham-:-bid ·you bring 
your aancmg shoes? The Keg Room can1 
compare to Court Street and Jasons is 
far from the Creperie, but they do play 
"Native New Yorker" here. Have fun. 2/24 
Cub reporter Vita stop Scoop stop It's your 
Bjrthday stop in 78 PNT Happy Happy 
B Day stop Cheers and screams - The New -
Hampshire Staff stop. 2/24 
Spidel, Happy 20th. Old age isn't so bad 
(once you get used to it.) Have two excellent 
shows. Walch the 7 and 7. Love, The Provi-
dence Fire Engine Fan. 2/24 
Congratulations to Tom Brady on his recent 
engagement to Wendy, formerly of William-
son Hall. A western-style six Gun City 
wedding is planned. Your saloon pals. 2/24 
P.B. It. is friends 1/ke you who make life 
full of JOY and ~pmess. Thanks for being 
~~i~e when I n you! Love, your Roomie. 
Campus copy of Durham thanks you for 
your patronage and hopes that we can 
continue servmg your needs with. fast and 
efficient service. Open 9-5, M-F, 47 Main 
St. - 868-2450. 3/24 
Happy "Burp"day Ch.o! Mondays a big dav 
for ooth of us ... no telling what could happen 
when curls, tetleys, a hoo-hoo and magoolie 
get together over waves. So go wild and 
Ile amazed. and don't fori?;et to wear your 
light blue ones! Love, Ba-ba, 2/24 
Applications are now 6eing accepted for the 
$150 RICHARD BRUCE JOHNSON 
SCHOLARSHIP at Lambda Chi Alpha Fr-a-
ternity, 10 Madbury Rd. Any relative of 
a member of Lambda Chi with at least 
a 2.0 grade point average ·rs eligible. Appli-
cauons arra nnanc,aJ Aid forms must be 
in by March 4. 2/24 
Congratuiatfons to the new Sigma Nu 
Pledges. We 're looking torwara to a great 
Spring! THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA NU. 
2124 
THE THREE-MARTINI LUNCH. Write it 
off with a professor at the WSBE LUNCH 
TABLE. Thursday at 12:30 p.m. in the MUB 
cafeteria . Don't miss it! 2/24 
Jennifer C. Happy 20th Birthday! Is it 
rough being a freshman for the· second 
time around'? Steve B. 2/24 
Quiet, male grad. student seeks female 
company for outdoor rec. ex-country, tennis, 
etc.) and occasional movies. Prefer quiet 
g1:~~~~53Jf7 Reply Ken Chase, P.O. Box 22; 
Want to indulge in some goodies? Come to 
Marston House for a crepe party on March 2 
at 8:00 p.m. Tickets vailable the French Of-
fice in Murkland. Cost only $1.25. · 
CoJ?gratulations to our new AX pledges!!! 
We re really looking forward to a super 
spring with you! Love. I.T.B. 
Happy Birthday Kerry, just wait till March 
3rd. Signed A.I. 2/24 
ThP. daneerous man with the dangerous nose: 
I missed you this past weekend, you hand-
some devil. I guess you can't always have 
your cake & eat it too! Let's take off the 
baseball gloves & make up for lost time ... 
you wanna commit nookies? ! ! Love, your 
wild woman. 2/24 · 
To the girl who was repairing the Silver 
Bracelet last semester in her MUB Craft 
Course: Where are you, and the bracelet? 
I'd really like to get it back soon and pay 
you for your work. -Please call me at 659-5043 
or 2-1490. and leave a message. Mark. 2/24 
Everyorre who danced in the Dance Mara-
thon _please turn money in AS SOON AS 
POSSIBLE to Steve •Perna, Hetzel Hall, 
room 109, or call 2-1609. 2/24 
A slight correction to Tuesday's personals: 
Tony Scarlotto is and always has been a 
better foosball player than Tom Asacker 
m@ave Huebner .• Zf24 _ 
Pat, Dee, Loren, Lesley, Debpie B., Diane B. 
etc. Congrats on your new sisterhoods. Hope 
it brings you tons of happiness and love. 
Love, Gin. 2/24 
)ear Paul--I'm more into letters than calls. · 
rbis is for your to tear out and save as a re-
ninder. of what. hey have a good weekend--
.,hat do you think of getting a personal? 
.:,- . (. 4 
Beth, Get psyched!!! We know what's com-
m~_uf12~ext week! Your craaaazy bud-
and ... 
AROUND THE WORLD - as crew aboard . 
65' schooner\ share rxpenses $9,200 each. 
18 months aeparting Nov. 2 Join: Herb 
& Doris Smitli, P.O. Box 84, Portsmouth. 
N.H. 03801, 207-644-8691. 3/3 _____ _ 
JACQUELINE'S POTPOURRI. Dover Ye 
Olde Court House - around corner from 
Gallery of Gifts - 2nd st. New-nearly new 
items, collectables; everyday, evening, sport 
clothing; small apphances, glassware, 
jewelry, paintings, sports eqmpment. musi-
cal instruments and handcrafted items. 
742-4423. 3/3 
TA.VQLA lTALIANA: The lfalian lunc·beon 
will be held every Tuesday at 12:30 p.m. 
m Murkland HO. All those m the campus 
community who wish to 'develop or sharpen 
their language skills are invited to attend.2/28 
ITALIAN COFFEE HOUR: There will be an 
Italian coffee ·hour each Wednesdav at 4:00 
p.m. in Murkland 110. All those in the 
campus community who wish to develop 
or sharpen their language skills are invitea 
to attend. 2/28 
Psychology Majors: If you want to· join 
Psi Chi <Psychology Honor Society> this 
semester see Janice Chadwich
1 
Conant Hall 
105 before March 10 to fina out if you 
qualify. 2/28 
Gerry M.--At the time I'm writing thisper-
sonal you're probably staggering on the IToor. 
Some of us don't drink beer. G.M. 2/24 Karen, Jo and Barn: One week to go. Can you 
believe it. In one WeP.k we are reallr going to be 
basking in the Florida sun. We'! knock 'em 
dead. Get psyched. Sue 2/24 
Authorized Sales • Service • Supplies 
Dave W: Congrats on getting your bid t<. 
PIKE! WeLoveYou ,Jane,Dan&Pat2/24 
·.,"' ... 1,~·-t-i :N 
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ovr Of lt'~ ~~ ? 
by Bob Finee;old 
by K. Brown 
collegiate crossword 
@ Edward Julius, 1977 Collegiate CW77-28 
University Theater 
TheShadowof Dracula! 
adapted and directed by 







& 23-25 at 8 p.m. 
_February 22 at 2 p.m. 





Pr.1r, liaqr: Available 
ACROSS 55 Soldiers 24 Opera -
56 Ancient region of 25 Loud-voiced Trojan 
1 - of strength Asia Minor War figure 
6 Add to, as a story 57 Certain exam answer 27 Baseball hall-of-
9 Horse or car 58 Here: Fr. famer (2 wds.) 
14 Five books of Moses 59 Mongrels 28 --square 
15 Flightless bird 60 Handbill 29 Tenn of endearment 
16 Like Jacques Brel 61 Pasture sound 30 Fury 
17 Fearless 62 Anchor position 31 "- Joey" 
18 Soak 63 Asterisks 33 War casualty 
19 Pitcher's statistic 64 Building addition 34 Results of Binet 
20 Cast member 65 Food fishes tests 
21 Small - 35 Enthusiast 
22 Work assignment DOWN 36 Mr. Burns (abbr.) 
23 Of the chest cavity 38 Infants 
25 Wheat varieties l Up (2 wds.) 41 Moral 
26 City in California 2 Olympics symbol 44 Bandleader Louis, 
28 Golf shot 3 Muse of poetry and family 
32 Applying an incor- 4 Taste with pleasure 45 Hodgepodges 
rect name to 5 Well-known constel- 46 Elevate in rank 
37 - Hornblower lation (2 wds.) 47 Hairlike pro-
39 Flea market find 6 Double-dealing jections 
40 Not speaking well 7 Punishes 48 One who comforts 
42 Concerning (2 wds.) 8 Jury - 50 Child _ 
43 Housecleaning aid 9 Traveler's document 51 Prefix for mural 
(2 wds.) 10 Having wings 52 Lustrous 
45 Ebb 11 Polite 53 Reacts to something 
49 In a rush 12 Happening shocking 
54 Of a central line 13 Takes five 55 Ridicule 




ROAST BEEF - BAKED POTATO :... GRAVY 
COLE SLAW - CORNBREAD 
oNLY _JJ~~s _. CHILDREN s1.1s 
Served every 4 • 7 · 30 n M Sur,d13y_ • f"e • 
A.us THE} HOOT ~,oM s-12 
Appearing Feb. 24-25 




continued from page 3 
have to be in the business to 
understand that. 
"I wish the public would realize 
what a pain in the ass these big · 
acts are. Fogel berg is famous for• 
this. Last year Fogelberg kept 
changing his concert plans, then 
he cancelled out. Certain perfor-
mers know they're big and in 
demand by the public, so they-can 
decide to skip a show," said Koh-
1:ferger. 
''Why did Fogel berg cancel 
out? Because he's Fogelberg. 
Why did Springsteen cancel out? 
Because he's Springsteen. It's as 
simple as that. Big names in the 
industry know no matter how 
. many times they book tours and 
cancel out, they'll still sell out the 
next time an appearance is 
scheduled,'' he added. 
Bell said it is "wrong, wrong, 
wrong," that Springsteen cut out 
stops in Syracuse and Buffalo, 
New York ; Augusta, Maine, and 
New Hampshire because 
Springsteen is 
Springsteen. ''That's bullshit, ' ' 
Bell said. "What would be the 
purpose? The first four concert 
dates are cancelled. They were 
only tentative in the first place, 
because Bruce just isn 't ready to 
begin his tour on April 1. 
Springsteen wants his audience 
to be pleased. He also needs time 
to rehears before going on tour 
after his album is finally com-
pleted. UNH and the other three 
stops just happened to be the first 
four stops along the way." 
Bell said Springsteen has 
nothing against New Hampshire, 
and that UNH's offer, money-
wise, ''was just as good as any.'.' 
Bell said Springsteen will ap-
pear in Boston on April 11, 12, and 
13. 
Canavan said a lot of students 
have expressed disappointment 
because Springsteen won't be 
here. He said SCOPE is now 
looking_ into other performers . . 
Survey 
HOUSING 
continued from page 1 
with -similar interests. At the 
meeting he said, "We will try lo 
determine what level of involve-
ment the students are interested 
in. Depending on what they want 
to do, we'll work from there." 
Arnoudse said establishment of 
new special interest housing areas 
would depend on several factors. 
"If there's a pocket of interest in 
an area, we could center the spe-
cial interest there," he said. 
"We could look at places invol-
ving moving the least number of 
peo_ple from their rooms and we 
would consider the type of inter-
est generated when selecting a 
· dorm. We probably wouldn't put 
a quiet floor in Stoke," he said. 
Howie Weinstein, philosophy 
house head resident and member 
of the committee said, "Each 
mini-dorm is evaluated each year. 
If a mini-dorm doesn't live unto 
its standards. we_ Gould replace it 
·with a strong new interest.'' 
Arnoudse said a budget has 
been set aside to provide some of 
the funding needed to provide 
special faci,ities. He said the Of-
fice of Residential Life "has set 
for funding special interest 
housing." Arnoudse said students 
living in special interest housing 
with especially high costs . may 
have to contribute money to the 
project and fund-raising would be 
encouraged. 
Martha Chamberlain, a Stoke 
resident said, "Even if the idea 
doesn't workJt sounds like a great 
way to meet people with the same 
interests. I think it's a really good 
idea." 
Hetzel resident Dave Nattila 
said the idea is "not for me. I 
generally like a regular dorm." 
Stoke's Karen Johnson said, "It . 
would be a good way to be in-
volved in something that really 
interests you without spending a 
lot of time on it.'' 
"I like the idea, but I don't 
think I want to move out of here,'' 
said Alina Diaz of Stoke, "I like 
the variety of people you meet 
.living here." 
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""Swimmers sink Bowdoin~· Boopwomen at Rhode Island 
The UNH men's swim team defeate.d Bowdoin yesterday, 76-54 
in Brunswick, Me. to run its record to 6-4. 
Fred Ludvigsen set his all-time best time in the 100 yard free-
style at 52.8, then bested it on the 400 yard freestyle relay team at 
51.9. 
"They (Bowdoin) were a vastly improved team," said UNH 
_ coach Frank Helies. "Last year we beat them, 80-20." 
' 
1 
Sophomore Pete DeJager won the 100 and 200 yard backstroke, 
Jeff Wheeler won the 200 butterfly and Jeff Cherrington took the 
400 individual medley to lead the Cats. 
t "We were ahead all the way," said.,..Helies. "It was a contest af-
ter the first three events when we led, 14-13, but after that, it was 
no contest." 
Helies said he was m1ssmg several of his key swimmers 
becaw,e of illness and exams. '•We did well for a team which was 
coming off a two-week bout with the flu,'' he said. 
Trackwo1nen second 
The UNH women's track team set three new school records yes-· 
terday at Tufts. Tufts won the meet with 60 points. ·uNH followed 
with 47, and Brandeis ran up 15. _ _ _ 
Record setters for UNH were Hildy Seuerbach,, who won the 
220-yard race in 26.9 seconds, Merianne DiGascio who took the 
high jump at 5'3", and Mary Ellen Letvinchuk who won the 50-
yard hurdles with a time of 7.3 seconds. 
Other winners for the trackwomen. now _7-4, were Lisa Mc-
Mahon, who put'the shot 34'4", and Seuerbach., who won the 50-
yard dash in 6.1 seconds. 
Skiers at Middlebury 
Both the men's and women's UNH ski teams will be competinb · 
in the Eastern Championships this weekend at Middlebury 
College.in Vermont. 
The men, who placed eighth in the NCAA's last year, will 
. hope to qualify again for the Nationals, which will be held 
at Cannon Mountain in Franconia, N .H. March 1-5. 
Last year's women's team finished sixth in both the region 
and the nation. The women hope to go on to- the Women's 
Eastern Intercollegiate Skiing Championship (WEISA) at UMaine 
at Orono March 3-4 and eventually to the Nationals at the 
,· University of New Mexico March 9-11. 
Miller to the nets? 
With two of the Boston Bruins' three goaltenders sidelined with 
injuries, former UNH star Bob Miller offered his services in the 
nets to coach Don Ch~rry Tuesday night. 
According to a story in yesterday's Boston Globe, Miller's offer 
· came after goalie Gerry Cheevers was injured in a game against 
the Colorado Rockies. · 
, The extent of Miller's goaltending experience was as practice 
! eoalie for the 1976 US Olympic team. 
, "I've always fooled around a llttle w1tn ine paas on,·· saic.l 
, Miller. "They had me ready as a backup (in the Olympics) when 
the regular backup was too sick to play.'' 
, . The Bruins apparently aren't desperate enough to call on 
Miller. since goalie Ron Grahame and winger Terry O'Reilly 
( who had four years' experience in net as a junior) are still 
healthy. · 
Hockey postponed 
Tuesday's UNH women's hockey game was postponed and 
rescheduled for this Tuesday at 4 p.m. at Colby College. 
The undefeated women (13-0-0) will host Connecticut tomorrow 
at Snively Arena at 7 p.m. before closing its season at Colby. · 
·~ 
By Nancy Maculiewicz 
Tomorrow night, the UNH 
women's basketball team will 
take its 11-4 record to the Univer-
sity of Rhode Island. 
A win over URI should boost 
the Wildcats' rank among New 
· England teams. "URI means a 
lot in the standings,'' said UNH 
coach Cecelia DeMarco. "Seeding 
for the Regional Playoffs is so 
imoortant." 
The Regional Playoffs are 
scheduled for March 3-4. The 
seedings and sites of games will 
be announced at a meeting of-
_regional coaches this weekend. 
UNH has pla_yed in the Re~ionals 
before, but it has never oeen a 
seeded team. 
\ 
UNH's eleventh victory of the 
season was another blowout, a 
99-65 victory over Plymouth State 
College ~n Wednesday. 
According to DeMarco, "It was 
almost the Kathy Sanborn show." 
Sanborn, the junior captain of the 
team, had 18 points, six assists, 
and five steals in about half a 
game's time. 
Freshman Donna Couture, 
starting at guard alongside 
Sanborn, had 14 points. Sharon 
Zagorski added 13 points, and a 
fourth Wildcat, ce°:ter _ Karen 
Bolton, scored in double figures. 
Bolton had 10 poi.at& · and 15 
rebounds. 
"It was a good game in the 
sense that everyone got to play," 
said DeMarco. 
The Wildcats didn 't receive 
much of a challenge from 
Plymouth. "After the first five 
minutes of the game," said 
DeMarco, "Plymouth couldn't 
keep up. ' ' 
In its last few games, the Cats' 
shooting percentage has improved 
over some of their mid-season 
contests. In Wednesday's win, 
UNH shot 50% from the field. 
UNB -cagers upset · UMass, 7 3-60 
HOOP 
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plished such feats as defeating 
Holy Cross 1n' Worcester earlier 
this season. 
The game started· slowly, with 
both teams playing solid def erise 
and careful set-up offense. UNH's 
senior co-captain Tom 
Cavanaugh; who led both teams 
with eight rebounds, kept UMass 
off the boards while senior guard 
Ron Layne saved several crucial 
points with timely steals. 
Laskaris stationed himself un-
der the UNH basket again in the 
second half, pumping in another 
13 points before being forced out 
of the game with an ankle injury 
late in the game. 
- Laskaris is ouestionable for 
Mop~ys season f~e 1with Nortp-
eastern at Lundholm gym-
nasium, according to ~~riel. 
The Cats never led by less than 
ten points in the seconcfhalf. 
"We really wanted to wint 
said Friel. "I'm really proud of 
the effort the team put in to take 
tti~ame." 
In Tl!esd_ay's action at Maine, 
UNH was in full coritrol·m tlie lirsf 
half. After pulling out to an early 
4-0 lead, the Cats never trailed 
until five minutes into the second. 
· '!_'he ~ildc~ts took advantage 
of UMame turnovers, made key 
steals, and out-rebounded the 
Bears.to talce a 31-26 lead at half-
time. ·-
, UNH's Keith Dickson led all 
scorers in the contest with 19 
points, followed by Maine's Wally 
Russell, who had 18. 
. The big story of the second half 
for the Cats was not so much 
Maine's comeback effort as it 
was the controversial calls of t.e 
officials. 
"The whole game changed in the 
second half because of whistles," 
said a fuming UNH coach Gerry 
Friel after the game. "They all 
went one way.'' 
In the first half, Maine com-
mitted eight fouls to UNH's 
seven. In the second, however, 
the Cats out-fouled Maine, 16-a. 
Forward Rufus Harris led the 
Bears' second half comet5ack bid 
with 16 points (14 in the second 
half). He was a one-man team 
of .the . UNH offensive-· boards·; 
r~pe~ted!Y taking _ rebounds and 
killing UNH. threats. 
The Bears' comeback was cap-
ped by Harris when he hit at 7: 15 
to give Maine a 49-42 edge. 
UNH lhen launched an attack 
of its own, drawing to within -two 
points, 57-55, on a hoop by fresh-
man Dana Chapman at 1: 55. 
Fouls called on UNH in the last 
two minutes told the story of the 
game. Maine took advantage of 
several opportunities from the 
foul line to ice the game . . 
Stickmen start to roll again; 4-2 
HOCKEY 
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Mark Evans and UVM's Sylvian 
_'i;:wcotte. Chall~nged _througllout 
with numerous breakaways, 
Evans recor<lect 'l.'f saves ana 
Turcotte had 20. 
Fontas, the Wildcats' latest 
iron man, began the scoring at 
4 • 40 of the first period when he 
wh!pped a wrist shot past Tur-
cotte. . 
· 'l"erry ft'Ianagan began the 
scoring drive · with a rush down 
the left wing, Bob Gould's tip of 
Flanagan's pass was stopped by 
Turcotte, but ('.;-ould fed Fontas 
with the rebound and UNH took 
the early lead. 
Less than a minute later, Tom 
St. Onge was caught holding a 
Catamount. and UVM applied its 
first real pressure of the-game on 
UNH goalie Mark Evans. 
Evans held strong and once 
during the Catamounts' power 
play Fontas was sent in on a 
breakaway against Turcotte, but 
the senior captain couldn't 
collect. 
Steve Kinnealey set up another 
UVM power play six minutes 
later with a charging penalty, but 
was stopped on two sparkling 
saves by Evans. The first came 
on a breakaway by Craig Homola 
and the second was on the 
rebound attempt by Bill Reber. 
Hitting was heavy and 
pronounced throughout the 
period. Gould was sent through 
the plexi-glass just inside the 
Catamount defensive zone on a 
check by UVM captain Randy , 
Koch. · 
Mark Evans 
Field House reconstruction at a standstill 
The intensity of the game gr~ 
in the second period as both 
teams applied heavy pressure on 
Turcotte and Evans. Yet, both 
goalies were flawless as the · 
period ended with the ~.::1mP 1-0 
later: Gould blasted a slap shot 
past a surprised Turcotte, and 
was shortly followed by Cox's 
second tally of the night when 
Cox beat Turcotte between th 
pads on a give and go with Frank 
,Roy. 
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dents using the facilities, ana to 
satjsfy Title IX.'' 
Mills appointed a Sports Council 
last year to explore the problems 
of the present athletic department 
and proposed methods of solutions 
with the help of Athletic Directors 
~dy ~.Qora_dian (men) ~n_d __ GaiJ 
Bi_ggleston~ ,<~ome!}) a_nd O'Neil. 
Now, with all the proposals 
made, the Field House must wait 
its turn. 
According to the Board of 
Trustees Property Committee 
Chairman D. Allen Rock, only the 
gym addition proposal made it 
through the Property Committee 
to the capital budget, which was 
passed by· the state. 
The budget, however, was 
vetoed by Governor Meldrim 
Thomson, because, according to 
Thomson's press secretary, 
Buddy Jenkin~, "His overall 
reason was that if we (N.H.) 
continued . to spend over and 
above our resources, we would, 
in the future, go bankrupt. There 
were too many heavy expendi-
tures included in the budget.'' 
Jenkins said the.; Field House 
proposal was the victim of these 
heavy expenditures. More expen-
ditures would have "created ex-
cessively high taxes in the future" 
and a borrowing rate of 62 million 
(highest in the state's history). 
The proposal itself was not con.,. 
sidered · by Thomson to be a 
"heavy expenditure," according 
to Jenkins. 
The proposal had been broken 
down into a two phase program. 
The first phase consisted of the 
actual planning and architectual 
work (20% of the total cost) and 
the second phase was the actual 
construction. <Jnly· the first phase 
was contained in the capital 
budget. 
Chancellor of the University 
System Bruce Poulton said that 
b~ause the budget was vetoed, 
the appropriation of funds "has 
been set back at least a year." 
The capital budget is determined 
on every odd year. 
"However;'' said Poulton, "at 
my urging, Senator Alf Jacobson 
introduced Senate Bill Sl which· 
calls for a special capital budget 
to be done this year to make up 
for the vetoed one. If the bill is 
agreed upon by both the House 
and the Senate, we might luck out 
and get the budget passed 
through." · 
Though progress is nearly at a -
standstill, the dangerous condj-
tions of the Paul Sweet Oval 
illustrates an immediate need for 
action. ' 
"Something that must be con-
~idered," said BU track coach 
Dave Henery, "is all the people, 
besides the athletes, that use the 
facilities. It's especially danger-
ous to them becaus~ they only 
use it occasionally and are not 
aware of all the hazards." 
UNH women's track coach Jean 
Roberts called the track facilities 
an "obstacle course," and men's 
track coach John Copeland' said 
running on the track was '"like 
running through a plowed field.'' 
But, Roberts conceded; "It's 
better than not having a track at 
all." 
Leaks in the roof above the 
swimming pool and gymnasium 
also add to the list of problems 
which need attention if the Field 
House is to meet the demands 
that Mills stated. 
But Mills pointed otit that there 
is "a tremendous amount of · 
repair to be done to the academic 
institutions, also. The effort here 
is to improve the whole campus." 
Mills said other major areas of 
concern include leaking roofs in 
academic buildings, enlarging 
parking lots, and improving 
walkways. 
Wildcat lead 
Bob Francis sparked the UNH 
offense earlier in the period when 
he batted home his own rebound 
over a sprawled Turcotte. 
However, the goal was 
disallowed when the referee 
ruled that Francis had hit the 
puck above shoulder level, and 
the score staved at 1-0. 
UNH and UVM then traded 
penalties during the next eight 
minutes as play was wide open. 
Defense was at its minimum as 
both teams laced Turcotte and 
Evans with breakaways. 
Craig Homola ended any hopes 
of a shutout for Evans and knot-
ted the score when he tallied just 
21 seconds into the third period, 
tip_pi!).g home a loose rebound of a 
Reber breakaway. -- -•. 
Though he appeared then as the 
savior, Homola ended up as the 
goat four minutes later when he . 
was penalized for interfering 
with Gould in front of the 
Catamount net. 
In the span of exactly four 
minutes, UNH tallied three 
times, blowing open a large 4-1 
gap. 
Ralph Cox started it when he 
scored on the power play oppor-
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respectable." 
Cerullo, Nabil Boghos, and 
Davis have all wrestled alongside 
each other for the last six years 
when they were at Wakefield and 
have since formed the 
"Wakefield Express." 
The Davis spin brought UNH 
within five points, 18-13. Mike 
Pendergast lost in a close meet 
which put BU back on . top by 
eight, 21-13 until Bob McNally 
registered a four point major 
decision to bring the Cats within 
four, 21-17. 
The grapplers travel to Storrs, 
Conn. tomorrow when they·u go 
up against the UConn Huskies in 
an afternoon match. 
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Hoopsters stun UMass; icemen ro11in.g again 
Laskaris nets 30 
as Cats romp 
By Fred Carter 
and Tom Lynch 
AMHERST, Mass.--The UNH 
basketball Wildcats pulled one of. 
the biggest upsets of the year 
here last night, defeating the 
University of Massachusetts, 73-
60 behind co-captain Peter 
Laskaris' 30 points. 
''They were not playing the 
way a 5-19 team should be 
playing," said UMass coach Jack 
Leaman after the game. ' 'Their 
forwards killed us." 
Laskaris and junior Brendan 
VanDeventer were unstoppable 
on the inside, helping the Cats 
expand their 35-32 halftime lead 
to the eventual 13-point bulge. 
VanDeventer finished with 26 
points. 
UMass 's high scorer was Mike· 
Pyatt, who hit for 19 points. 
UMass, now 14-10 on the 
season, is ranked in UPI's New 
Engl~nd~!L_ anq has accom-
~OOP, page 15 
UNH senior co-captain Jon Fontas, playing in what could be his final game in Snively 
Arena, gives UVM goalie Sylvain Turcotte a tough shot to handle during last night's 
4-2 win. Fontas scored the first goal of-the game. (Geor.J{e Newton photo) 
Wildcats take 
fifth place, 4~2 
By Lee Hunsaker· 
The magic number is one. 
That's how many games the 
UNH hockey team has to win to 
be assured of a playoff berth, 
following its 4-2 win over the 
Catamoun'fs-- of Vermont at 
Snively Arena last night. 
Tomorrow, UNH travels to 
Troy, N.Y. to hook up with RPI. 
Like UNH, RPI (9-8) is fighting 
for a playoff spot as it stands in 
seventh place in the ECAC. 
The win places UNH in fifth 
place, percentage points oenmct 
Boston College, which is hanging 
onto fourth with a 12-7-0 record. 
UNH now stands at 13-9-0. 
Ralph Cox tallied twice for 
UNH last night. Individual goals 
were scored by captain Jon Fon-
tas and junior Bob Gould. Gould 
scored the game winner midway 
through the third. 
The game was a classic battle 
of goaltenders between UNH.'s 
HOCKEY, page 15 
Grapplers' comeback falls sh,ort 
By Gerry Miles 
The UNH men's wrestlin_g team 
rebounded from an ea:rly fifteen 
point deficit to come within four · 
points ·of Boston University, but 
saw that go for naught when BU's 
Paul Davis pinned UNH heavy 
weight Mike Millington to win the 
match, 27-17 Wednesday night in 
Lundholm Gymnasium. 
It was only the second loss for 
the Wildcat grapplers against six 
victories. The Terriers, who have 
wrestled almost twice as many 
matches to date, improved to 10-
5. 
Recent wins over Plymouth 
State and Lowell State had 
gP~rPrl thP c~ts for a bie confron-
tation with the highly-touted 
Terriers. , 
BU has had a fine record in the 
last four years against the Wild-
cats, winning their last four mat-
ches, including last year's 33-8 
landslide. But that all turned 
around, according to Captain 
Nabil Boghos. "BU expected to 
blow us out of the gym like l?st 
: year. They thought it was going 
Sports Analysis 
to be easy. We never gave up. 
"I can remember four years 
ago," said Boghos. · "We 
couldn't keep up with any 
powerhouse and now Wft can." 
The Wildcats got off tb a rough 
start when Nabil's brother, John 
Boghos, (118 lbs) was outpointed 
by Terrier John Sciosa, 21-5. 
Scott Wood lost a superior 
decision to Matt Thomas (126 lbs) 
and Norm Soucy (134 lbs) got 
pinned at 3: 29 of the second 
period to give BU a commanding 
15-0 lead. 
Nabil Boghos (142 lbs) 
remained undefeated when he 
won a decision over Kim Taylor 
to out UNH on the scoreboard. 15-
3. Steve LoPilato lost a major 
decision to Terrier Mark Salazar. 
Salazar is the former Arizona 
State Champion. 
"The first period is what beat 
me,'' said LoPilato after the 
match. "I was intimidated 
because he was the former state 
champion. It only got me more 
psyched to wrestle.'' 
LoPilato went on to outpoint 
Salazar in the remaining two 
periods but it still wasn't enough 
to make up the difference. 
"I got caught in the first 
period, " said LoPilato, "I 
thought I could reverse it but it 
wasn't enough.' ' 
Bruce Cerullo (158 lbs) then 
proceeded to manhandle his op-
ponent from BU Jack Bovich. 
Three times Cerullo had Bovich 
within inches of the fall but 
couldn't convert it. Nonetheless; 
he won easily, 13-2 in a major 
decision which cut the BU lead 
almost in half, 18-7. 
Cerullo's win had the small 
crowd yelling encouragement, 
which osvched up Wildcat Chet 
Davis- (167 lbs). "I was hoping 
that as a freshman, a win would 
inspire the upperclassmen to 
stick'em;" said Cerullo. 
" Bruce's match psyched me 
up," said Davis, who remained 
undefeated when he pinned Tim 
BU's Jack Bovich winces as UNH 158-pounder Bruce Cerullo 
wraps him up during Cerullo's 13-2 decision. The Wild-
WRESTLING, page 15 'cats lost, 27-17. <Gerry Miles photo) 
Lack of fwnds will force Field House repairs to wait 
By Lee Hunsaker 
Because of lack of money, 
needed repairs and additions to 
the UNH Field House cannot be 
made, according · to Eugene 
Leaver, the chairman of UNH's 
Repair and Replacement Im-
provement (R&R) Department. 
The Field House needs several 
improvements, according to 
acting Athletic Director Lionell 
Carbonneau. 
One of the biggest problems is 
the indoor track in Paul Sweet 
Oval. Boston University track 
coach Dave Hemery refused to 
allow his team to compete at 
UNH earlier this month and the 
Yankee Conference Indoor Track 
and Field Championships had to 
be moved to another campus be-
cause of the poor conditions. 
Other problems are the baseball 
and soccer fields b~hind the Field 
House, the death valley fo~tball 
fields and a leaky roof in the 
swimming pool. 
"What we want to do is fix up 
the facilities so that those using 
them don't have to worry about 
injury," said Carbonneau. : 
The Field House also needs a 
second gymnasium and shower 
facilities for women. The addition 
began as a separate proposal, but 
is now part of the entire Field 
House renovation plan, according 
to Women's Athletic Director Gail 
Bigglestone. 
"It was proposed by the Sports 
Council last year as an addition 
to satisfy Title IX regulations," 
she said. "What it would mainly 
consisf of is more locker space 
and playing space for the women. 
It would be a large, large pro-
ject." Money, however, is the big 
problem. 
For projects . as large as the 
new gym or the resurfacing of 
the indoor track, funds must be 
provided by the state legislature. 
And, as Maynard Heckel, chair-
man of the Sports Council said, 
"A state with no real capital 
budget means a University with 
no money." 
The Sports Council, a group 
comprised of students represent-
ing the various varsity sports at 
UNH and faculty members, is 
working on a f und~raising pro-
gram which . would accumulate 
fhe money needed for two major 
concerns in the athletic depart-
ment--facilities and scholarships. 
But the plan is long range, and 
may not be successful enough 
from the outset to provide ade-
quate funding. "All we can do is 
wait and see," said Carbonneau. 
The process of obtaining funds 
is lrmg and drawn out. The deans 
,mrJ dir,:<:t.,,rs of each University 
rJ,:r,,Jrt.rn,:nt. r,,f t.h,! total univer-
:-,1t.:,t ·-,1·,t.,:rn 1 9:rids a list of pro-
jects they want done to the R&R 
committee. 
"Here " said Leavers "with 
the mo~ey available ~nd their 
(the committee's) best judge-
ment, another list is set up based 
on priorities. 
"What we try to do is look at 
the ultimate impact that it (pro-
posal) will have on the whole 
campus. What might be high on 
a dean's list-such as a new office-
might be low on ours when we 
also have to fix roofs. 
"Something like the Field House 
proposals couldn't possibly come 
from the money the R&R depart-
ment has. For that, the proposals 
are sent to the Board of Trustees 
Property Committee where they 
establish a list of capital requests, 
which goes to the (state) legisla-
ture.". ,· 
Leavers also said if a depart-· 
ment wants a major project dol)e 
and has the money for it, U:iat 
department may transfer its 
funds into the R&R department 
so the process can begin. 
"Such a case is death valley," 
said Leaver. "The brook behind 
death valley is causing the fence 
to fall in. The money to repair 
this came from Mike O'Neil's de-
partment (Club Sports and Rec-
reation). It went out to contract, 
and should be done by May." 
The refurbishing of the track 
facilities (Paul Sweet Oval and 
Cowell Stadium), however, is too 
large a project for the R&R 
department, according-to Leaver. 
"It's a highly specialized 'pro-
cess. One that would have to go 
to bid from cliff erent contractors." 
For the moment, money is 
holding up any advancement. 
"It's very hard trying to get 
support for the facilities," said 
University President Eugene 
Mills. "We make a continuing 
study of the m~tter and the 
Sports Council is suggesting ways· 
to provide funds. 
"The effort, of course, is to 
meet the needs of our present 
programs, meet the demands of 
the increasing number of stu-
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Thinclads head for NE's 
The UNH men's track team, one of the schools best in recent 
· years, will be at Harvard this weekend for the New England 
Championships. 
The Wildcats finished the regular season with their best 
record (6-5) since 1970 am;l placed fourth in the Yankee Confer-
ence Championships last weekend, their highest finish since 
.1969. 
Ken Campbell qualified for the NCAA Championships when 
he tossed the 35 lb. weight 61'2", a new UNH record by a 
foot, during the Yankee Conference meet. 
· The Nationals will be held next month in Detroit. 
Competing this weekend will be junior two-miler Gary Crossan; 
junior 600 yard runner John Demers, senior pole vaulter Steve 
Marcotte, senior hurdler Chuck Fetzner, junior hurdler Mark 
Gori, sophomore 1,000 yard runner Don Deroo, freshman half 
miler Greg White, sophomore weightman Alex Miller, and junior 
weightmen Lou Porazzo and Campbell. . 
l How the UNH trackmen do this weekend will determine 
·whether or not they travel -to Princeton the following weekend· 
for the IC4As. 
~ . ~ 
